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ABSTRACT ./\ viC't^

A simple, low-cost concentric capillary nebulizer (CCN) was developed and

evaluated for ICP spectrometry. The CCN could be operated at sample uptake rates

of 0.050-1.00 ml min'^ and under oscillating and non-oscillating conditions. Aerosol

characteristics for the CCN were studied using a laser Fraunhofter diffraction

analyzer. Solvent transport efficiencies and transport rates, detection limits, and

short- and long-term stabilities were evaluated for the CCN with a modified cyclonic

spray chamber at different sample uptake rates. The Mg II (280.2nm)/l\/lg 1(285.2nm)

ratio was used for matrix effect studies. Results were compared to those with

conventional nebulizers, a cross-flow nebulizer with a Scott-type spray chamber, a

GemCone nebulizer with a cyclonic spray chamber, and a Meinhard TR-30-K3

concentric nebulizer with a cyclonic spray chamber. Transport efficiencies of up to

57% were obtained for the CCN. For the elements tested, short- and long-term

precisions and detection limits obtained with the CCN at 0.050-0.500 ml min'^ are

similar to, or better than, those obtained on the same instrument using the

conventional nebulizers (at 1.0 ml min'^). The depressive and enhancement effects of

easily ionizable element Na, sulfuric acid, and dodecylamine surfactant on analyte

signals with the CCN are similar to, or better than, those obtained with the

conventional nebulizers. However, capillary clog was observed when the sample

solution with high dissolved solids was nebulized for more than 40 min.

The effects of data acquisition and data processing on detection limits were

studied using inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectrometry. The study
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examined the effects of different detection limit approaches, the effects of data

integration modes, the effects of regression modes, the effects of the standard

concentration range and the number of standards, the effects of sample uptake rate,

and the effect of Integration time. All the experiments followed the same protocols.

Three detection limit approaches were examined, lUPAC method, the residual

standard deviation (RSD), and the signal-to-background ratio and relative standard

deviation of the background (SBR-RSDB). The study demonstrated that the different

approaches, the integration modes, the regression methods, and the sample uptake

rates can have an effect on detection limits. The study also showed that the different

approaches give different detection limits and some methods (for example, RSD) are

susceptible to the quality of calibration curves. Multicomponents spectral fitting (MSF)

gave the best results among these three integration modes, peak height, peak area,

and MSF. Weighted least squares method showed the ability to obtain better quality

calibration curves. Although an effect of the number of standards on detection limits

was not observed, multiple standards are recommended because they provide more

reliable calibration curves. An increase of sample uptake rate and integration time

could improve detection limits. However, an improvement with increased integration

time on detection limits was not observed because the auto integration mode was

used.
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^ Introduction

^^^
I. Low-flow Nebulizers in Inductively Coupled Plasma

Analysis

Inductively coupled plasma-optical emission spectrometry (ICP-AES) is a

widely used analytical technique for qualitative and quantitative determination of

more than 70 elements at major, minor and trace levels.
^"^ Samples analyzed by ICP-

AES are mainly solutions or pre-dissolved solid samples. A sample solution is

introduced into the ICP in the form of an aqueous aerosol produced by a sample

introduction system. The sample aerosol is then transported into the plasma where it

is desolvated, vaporized, atomized, ionized, and excited by the plasma. The process

that converts a liquid Into an aerosol is called nebulization. Since only small droplets

are useful in the ICP, the nebulization process is a critical step of the analytical

process in ICP-AES. The devices for the production of an aerosol from a liquid are

called nebulizers. The ideal nebulizer would deliver all of the sample solution into the

plasma in a form that the plasma could reproduclbly desolvate, vaporize, atomize and

ionize, and excite.^

In 1868, Morton first proposed the nebulization of a solution by an air stream.^

The pneumatic nebulizers in the form used today were developed by Gouy in 1879.^

The first nebulizer used for ICP-AES is the concentric nebulizer, which is the type of

pneumatic nebulizer most commonly used in flame atomic absorption spectrometry.^

Since then, a number of investigations on new types of nebulizers and the

1 .
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mechanism of aerosol formation have been conducted and can be found in the

literature.
^"^

^ ,^-^^» r;^ rv ),',.«.;••-,-

The most common types of nebulizers in use are pneumatic nebulizers, such

as concentric, cross-flow, Babington, and conespray nebulizers.^'^ Although the

pneumatic nebulizers are of low cost, instrumental simplicity, high sample throughout,

and good stability, these conventional nebulizers also exhibit important drawbacks:

(a) a low transport efficiency (typically 1~2%);^ (b) the need for relatively large

amounts of sample solutions (typically 1~2ml min'^). Therefore, alternative sample

introduction systems of high transport efficiency and low sample uptake rate have

been developed throughout years and are still an important topic of current research

in ICP analysis.^ Thjs o: back
^

's^- s.v ,es

A low-flow nebulizer is often required as an interface in chromatographic,

capillary electrophoresis, and flow injection applications (FIA), or in cases where the

sample is limited, expensive, or toxic. There are many practical advantages to using

low-flow nebulizers compared to conventional pneumatic nebulizers. Advantages

include high transport efficiency,^ analysis of small sample volumes, and improved

signal Intensities for high energy lines, such as As 188.979 nm, P 178.221 nm, and

Pb 220.353 nm (referred to in this work). Even though some conventional nebulizers

could be used for analysis of micro-volume samples, ^°'^^
it has proven too difficult to

generate stable aerosols using conventional pneumatic nebulizers at sample uptake

rates below 300 ^il min'\^^ Recently developed microflow sample introduction

systems include pneumatic nebulizers such as high efficiency nebulizer (HEN),^^"^^

microconcentric nebulizer (MCN),^®"^^ direct injection nebulizer (DIN)^^"^^ and
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oscillating capillary nebulizer (OCN),^^"^^ as well as other type of nebulizers such as

mlcroflow ultrasonic nebulizer (|i-USN)^^ and monodisperse dried microparticulate

injector(MDMI).^^'^^ Among these mlcroflow nebulizers the DIN, HEN, and MCN are

used most often. O' I. urr:!'-

The DIN was developed in 1980s, which permits direct nebulization of sample

solution into the plasma. ^^'^° A schematic diagram of the DIN is provided in Figure 1.

The DIN was constructed from borosilicate glass and was an integral part of the ICP

torch. Because of no spray chamber and direct injection, the DIN is of 100% transport

efficiency, low memory effects, rapid response time and good precision. The major

drawback of DIN is that relatively large, high-velocity droplets with a broad size

distributions are delivered to the plasma. This drawback causes reduced sensitivities,

poor precision, and increased matrix effects. In addition to this drawback, the setup

for the DIN is more expensive and complicated compared to conventional pneumatic

nebulizer - spray chamber arrangement.

AuxtUaiy ln>«mntdiate PIttiiiaa
nebuUz«r ptasma ^u

8*i -^^ 8»s
^

Figure 1 . Schematic diagram of the direct injection nebulizer (from Ref. 1).
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The HEN was developed by Meinhard and his colleagues in 1992. It is

specially fitted for microsample analysis with HPLC and FIA, which has been

commercially available for a number of years (HEN-170-AA, Meinhard Associates

Inc, Santa Ana, CA, USA). The structure of the HEN is similar to the conventional

Meinhard concentric nebulizers, but the dimensions are reduced. The capillary i.d. is

70-110 |Lim, and the annulus area is 0.0072 mm^. Compared to conventional

pneumatic nebulizers, the HEN can operate most efficiently at 10-200 f^L min'"". The

detection limits for ICP-AES with HEN at 80 jiL min'^ are comparable to those

obtained with the conventional Meinhard nebulizer. However, the HEN works at

relatively high gas pressure (ca. 170 psig) due to its reduced dimensions. ''';'>
!

*'

Nebulizer Gas -i

:^ of

-^ Sample

a ' ^u^:^ snjaJl d

Nebulizer
'^ orifice

Nebulizer

capillary

PVDF Nebulizer body

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the MCN-100 microconcentric nebulizer.

The MCN has been commercially available since 1996 (MCN-100, CETAC

Technologies, Omaha, NE, USA).^® Figure 2 shows the schematic diagram of the

MCN. The MCN employs a small diameter capillary (polyimide or Teflon) and
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polyvinylidine difluoride (PVDF) body to minimize undesirable large droplet formation

and to resist hydrofluoric acid. The transport efficiency of MCN-100 approaches 50%

at low flow rates. With flow rates of only 30 fiL min"\ the MCN-100 can provide the

detection limits of a pneumatic nebulizer which must operate at flow rates up to 1000

^iL rnin-\ Using the MCN-100, total analysis can be performed on small volume

samples.

Comparing with other low-flow nebulizers, OCN is a newcomer in the

microfiow nebulizer family. The OCN, a pneumatic-based nebulizer, was developed

in recent years by R. F. Browner and his colleagues.^^ It is capable of efficient

aerosol generation at very low flow rates, and can reliably handle wide dynamic liquid

flow rates in the range of 1 |liI min'^ to 2 ml min'V The OCN generates aerosols with

relatively small Sauter mean diameter and a narrow droplet size distribution. It is

constructed of two coaxially mounted flexible fused-silica tubes and generates

aerosol by both the flow of the nebulizer gas through the tubes and induced

oscillation (both transverse and longitudinal) of the flexible tubes, causing breakup of

the liquid into small droplets. Because of its simple design, the OCN is very

inexpensive to construct and easily replaced if damaged. ,. . .^ ,

.
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the oscillating capillary nebulizer (From Reference 1)

II. Characterization and Evaluation of Nebulizers

Over the past years, as many new nebulizers have been developed for ICP

analysis, the characterization techniques of nebulizers have been become more

important. In order to understand how nebulizers affect aerosol generation and how

aerosol properties affect ICP signals, the extent of excitation and ionization, matrix

effects and analytical characteristics, a series of experiments should be carried out to

characterize nebulizers. The main parameters used for characterization of nebulizers

are aerosol droplet distributions and mean droplet diameters, transport efficiency,

analytical characteristics, such as memory effects, stability, and detection limits. Here

is the summary of characterization of nebulizers.

1 . Aerosol Characteristics

:aji:r

Aerosol production by pneumatic nebulizers consists of three steps that occur

in nebulizers and spray chambers before being introduced Into the ICP.^'
^^"^^
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Generation of primary aerosol. This is the primary process in a nebulizer,

where the initial interaction between argon gas and sample solution occurs. In the

concentric nebulizer, the sample solution is fed through a capillary surrounded by a

second capillary, while the nebulizer gas flows through the annulus between them

and produces the aerosol (Figure 4a). In a cross-flow nebulizer, the sample solution

is fed through a vertically mounted capillary and is nebulized by the gas flow entering

through a horizontal capillary which is very close to the first one (Figure 4b). ; * ,*.^^j

.

Generation of secondary aerosol. This is the impaction process, where the

aerosols strike the surface (impact bead or spray chamber wall) with a sufficiently

high speed to break into small pieces of droplets. Some large droplets are lost by

striking and sticking to the surface. r / ^

' f". t.

.

^^-h pf' n> ' vv-;5.n'

<SS^

.,1S

MM WJ-^:^^ c :,

(a)

Figure 4. Nebulizers used for ICP analysis, (a) Concentric nebulizer; (b) Cross-flow nebulizer

(From Reference 3).

.... - Generation of tertiary aerosol. This is the tertiary process, which occurs in

the spray chamber. The tertiary process Is the major aerosol modifying step in

pneumatic sample introduction systems, and may cause a significant change in the

particle size distributions. It happens because of various interactions between the gas

flow, the aerosol stream, and the spray chamber. The aerosols pass through the
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spray chamber, becoming tertiary aerosols. The third processes include evaporation,

impaction and droplet shattering, coagulation, inertial deposition, gravitational settling

and turbulence induced losses. wadc*.v . ^, ^r^o '-~^-^.- ,.:

The quality of aerosols is mainly defined by droplet size distribution and mean

diameters, which in turn determine aerosol behavior and usefulness for ICP

analysis.
^^•^^^° Since aerosols cover a very wide range of droplet sizes, it is important

to distinguish the properties of different size-range groups. A droplet size distribution

is a statistical curve, in which the measured size range is sorted into a group of

sequential size intervals, and the properties (such as the number of particles or the

volume of aerosols) in each Interval is determined. The droplet size distribution can
f\~.

be presented usually in the following formats: (1) volume percent versus diameter; (2)

absolute volume versus diameter; or (3) number of droplets produced per time versus

diameter. Volume percent based droplet distributions provide information only on the

droplet sizes while absolute volume based droplet distributions provide the

information related to aerosol characteristics and to the fate of the aerosol in the

plasma. In this study, volume percent versus droplet size was used as reported by

MasterSizer. - >f l^ d: " -^ ^ r <* li^
'

'
^

, ^ ;
In addition to droplet size distribution, the Sauter mean diameter and Span are

used to describe the volume based droplet size distribution. The Sauter mean

diameter (also known as 03,2) is the mean volume-to-mean surface area diameter

,

which is defined as follows: r :o ; -

(1.1)
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where N is the total number of droplet groups, rij is the number of droplets in each

group /, and d/ is the diameter of size group /. The empirical equation for the Sauter

mean diameter 03,2 prediction was derived by Nukiyama and Tanasawa.^^-^^'^^ The

equation is - c; ^ .n • <.:/;

:Se-'3<

A.2 =
585

( \
0.5

\PliqJ

+ 597

no.45

^lo'a
^"

'Aiq

Q

..'6'

(1.2)

\^ ^gas J

Here, pnq is the density of the liquid (g cm'^), a is the surface tension (dyn cm""*), rinq is

the coefficient of viscosity (dyn cm'^), y is the relative velocity between the gas and

the liquid (ugas-unq) (m s'^), Qnq and Qgas are the volume flow rates of the liquid and

the gas (cm^ s'^), respectively.

The Span is defined as:

;i,j^ 4.;

r'^ ^I'i

'>e ;;iy.
Span - '90 -^10

D50
;y •> a?;p; -^u

(1.3)

where D10, D50, and D90 are the droplet diameters below which 10, 50, and 90% of

the total aerosol volume are found.

The Sauter mean diameter is used for droplet characterization; while the Span

is used to illustrate the breadth of a distribution in terms of droplet size. A low span

value indicates that a higher quality aerosol is obtained.

Two major kinds of approaches are now used to measure the droplet size

distribution of aerosols produced by pneumatic nebulizers in ICP analysis.
^^'^^ The

first category is mechanical approach. It is based on collection and deposition of

aerosol, and usually involves the use of a cascade impactor. The advantages of

'^





mechanical methods are simplicity and low cost. The main drawbacks are poor

droplet size resolution and time consuming measurement process.^^ • .- y r u^

The second category is optical approaches, imaging and nonimaging. This

category of approaches requires using sophisticated and expensive equipment, such

as phase-Doppler particle analyzer and Fraunhofer laser diffraction particle analyzer.

Approaches in this category are finding increasing applications in ICP spectrometry

because of their simplicity, reliability, and relative ease and speed of operation.

2. Transport Efficiency and Transport Rate
-.• ^ , i:.ra''v-- '•:'* and

Transport efficiencies and mass transport rates have been widely used as a

means of comparing the performance of different sample introduction systems.
^^-^^-^^

The analyte transport efficiency (sn) is defined as the ratio of the amount of analyte

entering the plasma to the amount of analyte aspirated. The mass transport rate (W)

is the mass of analyte reaching the plasma per second; it can be calculated as

follows:

s O C
'^€j:^nec'' '"- w = '^ i fof t^*? ' (1 4) *^ pk-^

100

where, Qwq is the sample uptake rate, C is the analyte concentration.

Methods used to determine transport efficiency fall into two basic categories,

direct and indirect.
^^^^'^^

In the direct method, the aerosol is collected as it leaves the

spray chamber or the plasma torch. With the indirect method, the waste is measured

and the transport efficiency is calculated by the difference between the amount of

analyte aspirated to the amount going to waste. Of these two approaches, indirect

methods have been used widely in the past because they are simple to perform and

10
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require no special equipment. The major drawback of indirect methods is poor

accuracy and precision because of the low sensitivity of measurement to very small

recovery losses and the aerosol losses on the torch surface. The transport

efficiencies obtained with indirect methods tend to show a strong positive bias.^^ 'c

wat^ Direct methods are now commonly used to measure aerosol properties. These

methods give accurate results and require collection of aerosol using filters, cascade

impactors, or silica gel.^^'^®"^^ In direct methods, efficient aerosol collection is vital to

the accurate results. With the filter collection method,"^^"^^ the aerosol from an analyte

solution of 100 or 1000 mg 1"^ is collected on a 0.4-(im pore size membrane filter and

a 1 .0-|im pore size membrane filter joint in series at a fixed uptake rate for a fixed

period of time. The filters are extracted with hot 1M nitric acid for 30 min; and the

analyte concentration of the extract is determined. The transport efficiency and mass

transport rate can be calculated from the mass of the analyte collected and the mass

of the analyte aspirated. With the method using cascade impactors,"^^ the aerosol is

collected on the several impactor plates. The transport efficiency and mass transport

rate are computed in a similar way used for the filter collection method. Both filter and

cascade impactor methods show good accuracy and precision without significant

bias.'*^ In the silica gel method, the aerosol from the spray chamber passes directly

into two U-tubes filled with silica gel and combined in series."^^ Since the silica gel

absorbs the water component of the aerosol with high efficiency, the transport

efficiency and mass transport rate can be calculated from the weight difference of the

U-tubes before and after the collection. In fact, the silica gel method does not

measure analyte transport efficiency, but solvent transport efficiency.^^ Among three

m
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direct methods, silica gel collection is the simplest technique to measure transport

efficiency, because it is not necessary to determine the analyte concentration.

However it might give a positive bias sometime if the silica gel traps the water vapor

that is not only from the original aerosol but also from other sources (for example,

water vapor originating from the nebulizer gas).
33 .:...tC
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the causes of the memory effects can be ascribed to four places in any sample

introduction system for ICP analysis: the sample loop tubing, the nebulizer tip, the

torch tip, and the spray chamber. It should be noted that spray chambers play a very

important role in the cause of memory effects. It is useless to consider memory

effects without regard for spray chamber characteristics.'*^

Memory effect can be expressed in terms of the washout time, which is

defined as the time required to reduce the steady-state signal to 0.1%."^^ In contrast

to the washout time, the rise time, known as the wash-in time, is defined as the time

required for a signal to achieve 95% or 99% of the steady-state signal from the

baseline."*^"^^ Greenfield and Montaser^ defined 97% as the criterion of the wash-in

time. Since first two criteria have been widely accepted in the wash-in and washout

study; we used both in our work and specified 95% wash-in and 99% wash-in

respectively. For commonly used pneumatic nebulizers, the wash-in and washout

times could be considered as a function of spray chamber design and spray chamber

volume.'*®'*^ In addition to spray chamber, the factors affecting the wash-in and

washout times are the nebulizer gas flow rate and the sample uptake rate. Varnes"^^

investigated the effects of the sample uptake rate on the wash-in and washout times

for three nebulizers. He concluded that the use of low sample uptake rates involves

longer wash-in and washout times.

Short- and long-term stability :
^ . < ,:>

The stability is expressed as the relative standard deviation (RSD). Short-term

stability is measured within one hour; while the measurement of long-term stability

lasts several hours, usually 8 or 10 hours. The signal stability in ICP analysis

13
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•

depends on the equipment, the nebulizer and the spray chamber used, the analytes,

the samples, and the stability of the gas and solution supplies.^° Since the fluctuation

in ICP signal is connected to the aerosol generation, stability becomes one of the

important parameters of nebulizer characterization. <^
> ^

Detection limits

Detection limit (DL) is an important figure of merit to characterize and to

compare analytical methods as well as sample introduction systems in inductively

coupled plasma-atomic emission spectrometry. In general, detection limit depends

• The ICP conditions: RF power, gas flow rates, and the torch ^ ,

^^^ • The nebulizer used ,i^ •-.
^; , / ^ CiJf^^

*
*< r' . tr-

• The spectrometer: bandwidth, detector, atmosphere in optical path, viewing

'^''^ "•
" modes 'W\ :::. "1.^^:; /;;t-.. »

'^'
' - '

'_ ^eo =- c^nc < bd-

; "i • The use of some techniques: hydride generation, separation or enrichment

• The sample type and matrix *^'
vs. ' - ft? Qi is

Detailed discussions on detection limit are in next section. i :
' >' t

III. Detection Limits

Detection limits are fundamental performance characteristics of analytical

processes because they provide an indication whether samples at low levels can be

analyzed with acceptable precision. More importantly, they have become an index

used to compare between different methods and instrumentation. Unfortunately there

does not seem to be a generally accepted guidelines used for collecting detection

14
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limit data, and in some cases, potentially misleading information can be produced.^''

To measure reliable detection limits, the method of measurement as well as the

factors affecting detection limits must be well understood. Here is the summary about

some practical aspects of detection limits. Many comprehensive reviews of detection

limits in analytical chemistry are presented by Kaiser,^^ Boumans,^^'^"^ Long and

Winefordner,^^ and Currie.^^

1. Basic Concepts ^ ' ^^ o .^nd »s -

Instrument Detection Limits
;^'', iS"

""^"^' '':
. -^h-fjr

The notion of instrument detection limits can be tracked down to 1940-50s

when Kaiser introduced the hypothesis test concept into spectrochemical analysis.^^

Early papers on detection limit were written by Kaiser^® and Currie.^^ In the latter, the

hypothesis test approach was treated as detection limit in chemistry. Adopted In

1975, the lUPAC defined that "the limit of detection, expressed as a concentration cl

(or amount, Ql), is derived from the smallest measure, xl, that can be detected with

reasonable certainty for a given analytical procedure".^° Here, Ql Is called absolute

detection limit; and Cl known as relative detection limit. This concept is further

elucidated by the ACS definition, which states that "the limit of detection is the lowest

concentration of an analyte that an analytical process can reliably detect".^^

The lUPAC definition is useful and simple to perform detection limit

measurement, because the detection limits can be evaluated quickly for a

comparison between different instruments or between differently operating conditions

on the same instrument. But these detection limits are unrealistically low for practical

applications and are considered as instrumental detection limits (IDLs).

15 •
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Method Detection Limits

Since the instrument detection limit may vary as a function of sample type and

sample matrix, in this case, the method detection limit (MDL) is used instead of

instrument detection limit. "The method detection limit (MDL) is defined as the

minimum concentration of a substance that can be measured and reported with 99%

confidence that the analyte concentration is greater than zero and is determined from

analysis of a sample in a given matrix containing the analyte".^^"^^ The determination

of MDL requires a complete, specific, and well defined analytical method. It is

essential that all sample processing steps of the analytical method be included in the

determination of the MDL. Reference 63 provides detailed procedure to measure the

method detection limit and claims that the procedure was made instrument-

independent.

Instrumental detection limits are usually used for comparison among different

instruments, different operating conditions and parameters, sample introduction and

preparation techniques; while method detection limits are used to judge the

significance of a single measurement of a future sample.

2. Measurennents
, .^

In most analytical methods, including inductively coupled plasma-atomic

emission spectrometry, the concentration is not directly measured. The construction

of analytical calibration curves is required for the detenninations of unknown

concentrations. These curves are generally plots of signal, y, against analyte

Ui
•





concentration, c. The relationship between y and c can be obtained by performing a

linear regression analysis on the experimental data. This calibration relationship

could be expressed as^^ >o^.:*n a? cord^rig ^' ^evei -itp-t >^(1

y = mxc + b (1-5)

where m is the slope of the calibration curve or analytical sensitivity, and b is the

intercept of the calibration curve. Eq. 1.5 and Eq. 1.6 are two distinct linear

regression models. The non-zero intercept model (shown as Eq. 1.5) is the most

used model. If the instrument has been calibrated correctly and if there is no

background, the calculated line should pass through the origin. Then the zero

intercept model would be the proper regression model, shown as Eq. 1 .6. ^^s

Generally, two steps are involved in a calibration procedure. In the first step,

the intensities using standard solutions with known concentrations are measured and

then a calibration curve is constructed. Second, the unknown sample is measured by

using the same procedure as the standards; the intensity of the unknown is inserted

into Equation 1.5 or 1.6 to determine the corresponding concentration.

Based upon lUPAC definition, the detection limit can be measured as follows:

Xi=kcrs (1.7)

'i
.ac-h. 7''-:

^
.s 'V&n ]y'-

c,=^ ..^ (1.8)
m

c,=.!^ (1.9)
»>

. ..

^^^^" •

'Pie Cm. ^ • AJidf"' '

''

" •nu{€^rc^a!''/ '^^^ i^iM
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Here, the detection limit, Cl, is defined as the concentration that produces a net line

intensity, xl, which is equivalent to k times the standard deviation of the background

signal, 053. /c is a numerical factor chosen according to the confidence level desired,

usually /c=3, corresponding to a 97.7% confidence level. If the zero intercept linear

model is used, the slope can be calculated from a standard solution, which Ca is

concentration and xa is the net analytical signal. The standard deviation, 05, usually

is estimated from 1 1 continuous measurements of the blank solution.

Equation 1.9 shows that the value of an instrumental detection limit depends

on both the value of the blank uncertainty 05 and the sensitivity m (i.e. the slope of

the calibration curve). The IDL can be improved by changing instrumental factors that

increase the sensitivity without affecting the background noise. On the other hand,

any factors that increase the background uncertainty will decline the IDL, such as

matrix effect or spectral overlap correction.

\ •

^
!

3. Linear Regression Models

T-.: Calibration is a crucial step in an analytical process because many

instrumental methods do not directly provide the concentration of an analyte in an

unknown sample. The calibration procedure is performed by measuring a series of

standard solutions and constructing a calibration graph. Usually, linear regression is

performed to obtain such a calibration graph. The linear regression analysis can be

found in many analytical chemistry books^^'^^ and is also guided by lUPAC.^^

Generally speaking, there are four different linear regression models available,

ordinary least squares (OLS), weighted least squares (WLS), orthogonal least

squares, and robust calibration.^^ The OLS is widely used on commercially available

18
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ICP spectrometers to obtain a linear calibration curve. In principle, the OLS assumes

that the error in the y-values is constant. That is, it does not change with

concentration, and that all the points thus have equal weighting when they are used

to calculate the slope and intercept of the calibration line.^^ This assumption is

obviously invalid in practice, for example, it has been proven that the %RSD is a

function of - in ICP analysis.^®
c -'

'

When a constant standard deviation cannot be assumed over a wide

concentration range, the weighted least squares model should be used. The weight

w, is calculated from the different variances, — , of the calibration points (Equation
s'

1.10). '^

w,=7-^^ (1.10)In '

•JP"

The equations for weighted and unweighted linear regression models are listed in

Table i.^^-^''-^^ Comparing with the equations for unweighted linear model, weighted

linear fitting equations are in the similar manner; the only difference is weight factor

used in weighted model. ,, _,,

Mermet^^ assessed the quality of calibration for unweighted and weighted

linear regression models in terms of confidence limits for the concentration and found

the weighting procedure changed the shape of the confidence bands and forced the

regression line to go through the standards at low concentrations rather than through

those at high concentrations, therefore, weighted regression permits the use of the

19
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entire concentration range to construct the calibration graph. Thus the least squares

method of weighted regression is more correct and should be used for a

concentration range over a decade while unweighted regression is only suitable for a

limited range of concentrations. Unfortunately, the weighted linear fitting model has

seldom been applied to commercially available ICP-AES systems.

Table 1 . Equations for Weighted and Unweighted Linear Regression Models
Ordinary Least Squares Weighted Least Squares

J^iixi - x)(y, - y)}

Slope: m=-^ -\2
T^i^i-x)

Intercept: b = y -mx
Residual standard deviation:

^y/x
~ ^Z(y^-yy

n-2
Standard deviation of slope:

s„ = *y/x

-\2

standard deviation of intercept:

h =Sy/x<
1— +

x'
-\2

« Z(^'-^)

Correlation coefficient:

r = '-

—\2

Z(^.-^)
-\2

Hiy.-y)

Mean: x =-^
; y= '

n

Slope: m =

Intercept: b = y^- mx^

Residual standard deviation:

'^ \2

^Y,^i(yi-yi)
{ylx)w n-2

Standard deviation of slope:

St

s„ = \x/y)w

standard deviation of intercept:

^b ~ ^(y/x)w

1— +
xl

« E(^«-^J

Correlation coefficient:

r =

- \2

Y,^i{xi-xJ Y^'^iiyt-yJ

Weighted Mean: x^ = — ', yy, = '

n
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4. Other Approaches to Detection Limit Calculation ^' i e.o;' .

The IDL can be expressed in different ways7^ The equations for other

approaches to calculating detection limits are similar to the lUPAC model, for which

SB and /c factors are involved. » ^:>^i/»«- ^er>rsv ii-r .. _.

Residual Standard Deviation Approach (RSD)

In their book "Statistics for Analytical Chemistry^', Miller and Miller^^ suggested

the residual standard deviation (Sx/y) should be used in the place of Sb in the

estimation of detection limit; and the intercept ib can be used as an estimate of the

blank signal, Xb. Then the intensity of xl at the detection limit can be expressed as

Equation 1 .1 1 , where usually /c=3.

x,=b + ks^, _ ^
(1-11)

Thus, according to the non-zero linear model (Equation 1.5), the detection limit can

be estimated as below:

c,=^^^ =^ =^^ (1.12)
m m m

Since the residual standard deviation method directly uses the parameters

from linear regression fitting of a calibration graph to calculate the detection limits, it

is faster than performing the blank experiment several times to obtain Sb. It should be

noted that the residual standard deviation approach is a general procedure to

estimate the detection limit in analytical chemistry and has not been very widely used

in practice.
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SBR-RSDB Approach gj. u ^ r^ ^ v c*,. ' 4t '<! eh

The SBR-RSDB stands for signal-to-background ratio (SBR) and relative

standard deviation of the background (RSDB), which is an approach to interpret

detection limits. The SBR-RSDB approach was initially introduced by Kaiser in 1947,

but it has not been widely used in analytical chemistry/^ In his tutorial reviews,

Boumans first defined the detection limit in the scope of the general emission

spectrometric methodology and introduced the transition to the SBR-RSDB

approach/^ In this work, the SBR was converted to background equivalent

concentration (BEC) to make the expression independent of the standard

concentration used. The relationship among the detection limit (c/.), BEC, and RSDB

is showed in Equation 1.13.

c^=kx BEC xOMx RSDB (1.13)

The detailed derivation of Equation 1.13 can be found in reference 70 or 75. One

important feature of SBR-RSDB approach is that this method provides an insight into

instrumental performance since both RSDB and BEC or SBR can be easily

determined experimentally and depend on the instrumental variables of the system.

According to Boumans' tutorial, SBR and RSDB can be expressed as:^°

.. ^ [SBRUeas = fXPHW^B^)As^^^ource (1.14)

RSDB= al+-^ +^ (1.15)

where [SBRJmeas is the SBR as measured, [SBRJsoume is the SBR such as it exists at

the source, /,^, represents the "optical factor" which is a function of the spectral

bandwidth (BW) of the spectrometer and the physical width (PHW) of the relevant

22
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spectral line; xe is the background signal intensity, ae, P, and y are coefficients which

represent the background flicker noise (source and nebulizer), the shot noise

(photon), and the detector noise coefficient, respectively. The application of this

approach has been previously demonstrated
7°"^"^

'
...ii. on .' ix systems-'"' S.rjC'^ 1 -^-^ro ry ^l: snj

effid '

\y^ Robustness and Robust Conditions nu: jn

fii

Robustness is used to describe the plasma conditions where a change of the

matrix solution does not lead to a significant change in the analytical signal. Robust

conditions can be obtained by using a high power and a low nebulizer gas flow.
^^

Mermet^^ reported in 1991 that the Mg280(ll)/Mg285(l) intensity ratio is an

efficient indicator of the robustness of the plasma. The reason for choosing Mg as the

indicator of the robustness is the well defined excitation mechanisms of Mg ionic

lines. The advantages of this selection are the closeness of the excitation energies of

the atomic and ionic lines (35051 and 35669 cm'\ respectively) and the high

sensitivity to parameter changes of Mg II 280.270nm line. In this paper, ^^ Mermet

proposed that values of the Mg 280(II)/Mg285(l) line intensity ratio above 10

corresponds to a robust ICP system and to minimization of interference effects of

matrix, such as easily ionizable elements, acids, etc., whereas a ratio below 4

corresponds to a high sensitivity to matrix effects. In another paper published in

1994,^® Mermet and his co-workers changed this value to 8 instead of 10, to be the

criterion of the plasma robust conditions. ,. . _ ..„ ^,^ . ,. , ., -
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v/olt Matrix effects are the most important concern in ICP-AES analysis. Due to its

high sensitivity to any change in the R.F. power and the carrier gas flow rate, the Mg

II 280/Mg I 285 ratio has been used to verify any variation in the atomization and

ionization efficiency, to study the matrix effects and the influence of the operating

conditions on different matrix systems/®"^^ Since 1991, Romero et al.^^ and

Dubuisson et al^^ have used robust and non-robust conditions to investigate the

efficiency of internal standardization in inductively coupled plasma atomic emission

spectrometry. Carre e^ ai^^ and Fernandez e^ a/.^® have studied the influence of the

aerosol formation and transport on acid effects by using the Mg ll/Mg I ratio and the

effects of acids in ICP-AES. Their conclusion is that a careful selection of the sample

introduction system components and operating conditions could minimize the acid

effects. Dubuisson e^ a/.®° also reported their results on the effects of sodium during

the aerosol transport and filtering in ICP-AES. It has been found that the presence of

Na does not modify the characteristics of the primary aerosol, while the tertiary

aerosol is significantly modified. The Mg ll/Mg I ratio also has been used in drift

diagnostics in ICP-AES. ®® The authors demonstrate the drift diagnostics in ICP-AES

by carrying out a simple experiment and the behavior of several line intensities and

Mg ll/Mg I ratio.

V. Research Goals

There are many situations where sample consumption is limited but low

detection limits are required. The sample volume for analysis may be small; or

handling of hazardous materials and chemical waste Is minimized by using small
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volume. The goal of this research was to develop and characterize a new nebulizer

for ICP analysis which could be operated at low sample uptake rate (50 |liI min'^) and

to compare with commonly used pneumatic nebulizers which were typically operated

at 1.0 - 3.0 ml min'^ sample uptake rates. With the development of hardware and

software of ICP analytical instruments, many new ICP-AES systems permit to use

different data collection and processing techniques. Another goal of this research

was to determine the effects of data collection and data processing on detection

limits. The Mg II 280.27 nm to Mg I 285.13 nm intensity ratio has often been used

because the excitation energies for the atomic and ionic lines are very similar. The

use of Mg li to Mg I ratio to solve problems associated with nebulizers and matrix

effects also form part of this research work. .
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V y i- ''«'•.
i,1 -jreKtso, Chapter 2 "^

'

*" ^''' ' =

8«ckm. ' EXPERIMENTAL ^'"^ ^

slJt Of 50 ^iT rorJrontai) and : .^t ^t'! of liv' ir^ 'hon^-*n*3j

an I. Instruments ^^mf-n fve

A Perkin-Elmer Optima 3300 DV inductively coupled plasma-optical emission

spectrometer equipped with an optimized echelle polychromator and a segmented-

array charge-coupled device detector was used throughout the study. The Optima

3300DV ICP-OES is available in radially-viewed (RL) and axially-viewed (XL)

configurations and is controlled from a personal computer using WinLab™ software.

Plasma/nebulizer/auxiliary gas flow is controlled by mass flow controllers. The

Optima 3300 DV ICP-OES has the ability to simultaneously analyze multi-elements

and/or mufti-lines. A peristaltic pump supplied with the instrument and a Waters 600-

MS multlsolvent delivery system were used to control sample uptake rates of

milliliters per minute and microliters per minute respectively.

Four nebulization systems were used in this study. The first system

incorporated a concentric capillary nebulizer developed in our lab with a modified

cyclonic spray chamber. An external argon source was used as nebulizer (carrier)

gas, and the nebulizer gas supply from the Optima 3300 DV was disconnected. The

other nebulization systems were conventional sample introduction systems; a

GemTip™ cross-flow nebulizer (Perkin-Elmer Corporation) with a Scott-type spray

chamber, a low-flow GemCone™ nebulizer (Perkin-Elmer Corporation) with a

cyclonic spray chamber, and a Meinhard® concentric nebulizer (TR-30-K3, Meinhard

Associates Inc.) with a cyclonic spray chamber.
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For measurements of transient signals during wash-in and washout, a

Beckman Spectraspan V D.C. plasma emission spectrometer was used. An entrance

slit of 50 |Lim (horizontal) and 300 ^m (vertical) and an exit slit of 100 ^im (horizontal)

and 300 ^m (vertical) were used, as recommended in the instrument manual. The

wavelength chosen for calcium was 393.366 nm. Other parameters (photomultiplier

voltage and amplifier gain) were used appropriately to provide convenient signals

and to minimize noise. 0-7 » C v :...,., . , t^ f

Droplet distributions for the primary and tertiary aerosols were measured with

a Malvern Mastersizer laser diffraction system based on the low angle laser light

scattering technology (Malvern Instruments Inc.). This analyzer employs a 2 mW He-

Ne laser and an obscuration detector. A 300 mm focal length collection lens was

used and the range of particle sizes measured was 0.5 to 900 )Lim. '««^ m^ ; -;ij

II. Reagents and Apparatus

All standard stock solutions used were PE Pure Atomic Spectroscopy

standards, obtained from Perkin-Elmer, and 18 MQ double de-ionized water was

used throughout. Solutions for the experiments were subsequently prepared by

dilution with 1% (v/v) nitric acid solution.
^^..^^

• Nitric acid: HNO3, 69.0-71.0%, distilled in glass, Lot No. 21727 (Caledon

Laboratory LTD., Georgetown, Ontario, Canada)

• Hydrochloric acid: HCI, 37.0-38.0%, OmniTrace high purity acid, Lot No.

39032 (EM Science, Gibbstown, New Jersey, USA) ^.^ ^
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man;

• Sulfuric acid: H2SO4, 95.0-98.0%, Reagent grade, Lot No. 141202

(Caledon Laboratory LTD., Georgetown, Ontario, Canada)

• Sodium chloride: NaCI, min. 99.0%, Reagent grade. Lot No. 25479

(Caledon Laboratory LTD., Georgetown, Ontario, Canada)

• Dodecylamine: CH3(CH2)iiNH2, F.W. 185.36, 98%, Lot No. 05006KR

(Aldrich Chemicals Co., Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA)

• Nitric acid: HNO3, 69.0-71.0%, reagent grade. Lot No. 361216 (Caledon

Laboratory LTD., Georgetown, Ontario, Canada) (for cleaning only)

chtjc"

Argon: Ar, Liquid, (PRAXAIR Inc., Mississauga, Ontario, Canada)

Nitrogen: N2, (PRAXAIR Inc., Mississauga, Ontario, Canada)

-j-r-

All volumetric glassware used was class A. All labware was cleaned according

to the procedure listed as below.

Soak the labware in the 0.5% solution of detergent for at least 30 min.

Then using a clean brush, thoroughly scrub down all materials with the

detergent.

Thoroughly rinse the inside and outside of each piece with tap water until

all soap bubbles disappear. Then rinse with distilled water 3 to 4 times.

i A

• Soak in the bath of 10% (v/v) solution of reagent grade nitric acid for at

least 24 h.

• Thoroughly rinse with double delonized water.

B'iM.

• After cleaning, air-dry in a clean place, or fill with double deionized water

for next use.
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m III. Experiments and Data Processing

1. General Procedure

For each series of experiments, the same protocol was followed. Instrument

calibrations, detector calibration and wavelength calibration, suggested by the

manufacturer, were carried out periodically to assure acceptable performance.

Geometric optimization and mercury line realignment were performed regularly to

keep the measurements under the same conditions.®^ Before proceeding to the

experiments, performance checks were performed by measuring the performance

check sample. The ICP plasma conditions for each nebulizer studied were used

either as recommended by the manufacturer or optimized through experiment.

Tables 2 and 3 show the instrumental conditions used in the experiments. For all

experiments, the normal spectral resolution mode of the spectrometer was used. All

experimental data were stored in the Optima WinLab™ database and reformatted

into text files for further data processing with Microsoft® EXCEL software.

The elements and lines used in this study were chosen in such a way to cover

a wide range of energies (ionization and excitation) and to include both easily excited

lines and high energy lines. Mg 280.271 -nm and Mg 285.21 3-nm lines were chosen

because the ratio of Mg 280/Mg 285 could be an indicator to diagnose the ICP

plasma conditions. As, P, and Pb were chosen because they are important in

environmental applications and they are considered to be a weak point in ICP

analysis in which higher detection power is needed. A detailed list of the elements

and lines selected is shown in Table 4.
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Table 3. Data Acquisition Conditions

Parameter Stability test Detection limits Matrix effects

Viewing Type

Spectral Scanning

Reading-Time

Control

Minimum Time

Maximum Time

Background
Correction

Process Mode

Axial

Off

Axial

On

Axial

Off

Auto integration mode Auto integration mode Auto integration mode

1 .0 sec

10.0 sec

1 or 2 point(s)

Peak area

0.2 sec

5.0 sec

1 or 2 point(s)

MSF

Peak height, peak

area, MSF

1.0 sec

10.0 sec

1 or 2 point(s)

Peak area

Replicates
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2. Aerosol Droplet Distributions vsu^ u:--'t w^ >f^de for t^cu »:ji^^«

Aerosol droplet distributions were measured by an expert from Malvern

Instruments. Three commercial nebulizers were used under the conditions

recommended by the manufacturers. The CCN was used at different sample uptake

'..V

rates and nebulizer gas pressures. Double de-ionized water was used for aerosol

measurements. The center of the laser beam was 1 .0 cm from the tip of the nebulizer

for primary aerosol measurements and 0.5 cm from the top of the spray chamber

outlet for tertiary aerosol measurements. Each data set represents the average of 4

measurements.

3. Solvent Transport Efficiency c:. -^i

Transport efficiency was measured by the so-called indirect method. A

solution containing 1% (v/v) nitric acid was nebulized and the solution going to waste

from the nebulization system was collected in a volumetric flask for a certain period.

The transport efficiency was calculated from the difference between the mass of the

solution aspirated to the mass of the solution passing to the waste.

4. Short- and Long-Ternn Stabilities r; - a^.^ y

Short-term stability was investigated by using a 1.0 mg 1'^ 10-element solution

in 1% (v/v) nitric acid matrix. The mean of four replicate measurements was recorded

every 5 minutes over a 30-minute period range without use of an internal standard.

The long-term stability data were then collected every 1 hour over a 10-hour period

range. The percent relative standard deviation was calculated from the data
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collected. Plots of relative intensity versus time were made for each nebulizer

studied. Short- and long-term stabilities in 3.5% (w/v) NaCI high dissolved solid

matrix were also investigated by following the same protocol. -^

5: Factors Studied for their Influence on Limits of Detection

The factors studied for their influence on the limits of detection are listed in

Table 5 and 6. The low-flow GemCone™ nebulizer was used in this study. The

instrumental conditions are listed in Table 2 and 3; and elements and lines used are

listed in Table 4. Each set of experiments was run three times under the same

conditions. For each set of experiment conditions, the same measurement protocol

was used. First, a blank solution (1% v/v nitric acid) was measured as a sample 20

times, measuring four replicates each time. Second, a series of aliquots of a very low

concentration standard solution containing seven elements studied (approximately 5

times their respective detection limits) was read as a sample 20 times. Then

calibration standards were analyzed three times. Between different sets, a rinsing

process was performed by using 1% nitric acid for at least 30 minutes.

The effects of the integration modes and the number of standards were

investigated by reprocessing the stored spectral data with the Optima 3300 WinLab™

software. Background equivalent concentration (BEC) was computed for each

analyte using the calibration standard data sets. Weighted linear regression was

performed using Microsoft EXCEL, based on the formula expressed in Table 1

.

1 mg r' Ba, 0^. Co. t'Mj ^•'^ und h .m; - fs^^ 'U o>y \ ^t ^.^.,< ;-, ^_ ,,

,
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Table 5. Conditions for Detection Limit Experiment

Data set 1

Characteristic,

Matrix

Sample uptake rate " ' n
Integration time (sec)

Integration mode

Background correction (BGC)

Calibration standard group

Number of standards

Linear fitting models

Detection limit Methods

1%(v/v)HN03
I.OmL min'^

Min. 0.2

Max. 5.0

Peak height

Peak area

MSF
BGC with 1-or

2-point(s)

MSF
1.2,3

(see Table 6)

2 or 7

Ordinary LS
Weighted LS

lUPAC
RSD^^

SBR-RSDB

1%(v/v)HN03
I.OmL min'^

Min. 1.0

Max. 20.0

Peak height

Peak area

MSF
BGC with 1-or

2-point(s)

MSF
1,2,3

(see Table 6)

7

Ordinary LS
Weighted LS

lUPAC
RSD^^

SBR-RSDB

1%(v/v)HN03
2.0mL min"^

Min. 0.2

Max. 5.0

Peak height

Peak area

MSF
BGC with 1-or

2-point(s)

MSF
1,2,3

(see Table 6)

7

Ordinary LS
Weighted LS

lUPAC
RSD^^

SBR-RSDB
* MSF: Multicomponents Spectral Fitting, a multiple linear regression to fit the spectra from the analysis to models

predetermined by the user. MSF corrects for spectral interferences modeled and automatically perfonns

background correction.

Table 6.
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water, 1% (v/v) nitric acid and 2% (v/v) hydrochloric acid, respectively. Since

dodecylamine is less soluble in high concentration, it is necessary to warm up to

around 30°C on a hot plate before taking any measurements. Table 8 shows the

plasma conditions for the matrix effect experiments.

Table 7. Concentrations of Different Matrix Solutions

Matrix 12 3 4
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Chapter 3

» Results and Discussion
the '>v\^i iii^' - -^ -- ... .

_^

jj
I. Development of Concentric Capillary Nebulizer

im ' ji^e design of the concentric capillary nebulizer (CON) was based on the

oscillating capillary nebulizer (OCN), which is a new pneumatic-based nebulizer

developed by R. F. Browner and his colleagues.^ As a first step toward the use of

the OCN as a routine micro-nebulizer, this work focused on the modification of the

original design and the characterization and evaluation of the new nebulizer by

performing a number of experiments. From our experiments, it is shown that the

oscillation of the capillary nebulizer is not necessary in terms of generation of

aerosols. Since all of our experiments were performed under non-oscillating

conditions, it was renamed the concentric capillary nebulizer.

a~

1 . Concentric Capillary Nebulizer

A schematic diagram of the concentric capillary nebulizer designed in this

work is shown in Figure 5; and the original design of oscillating capillary nebulizer is

also provided in Figure 3 for comparison. The CCN consists of a pair of coaxially

mounted fused-silica tubes, coated with polyimide (inner capillary tube: 50 jum i.d.,

151 i^m o.d.; outer capillary tube: 250 |xm i.d., 358 ^m o.d.; Polymicro Technologies,

Inc., Arizona). To reduce the dead volume and the inner capillary back pressure, the

major modification was made by cutting down the length of the central capillary to 50

mm and connecting the capillary with a 1/16 inch o.d. PEEK^m tubing (Upchurch

Scientific, Inc., Washington) by means of Epoxi-Patch glue (The Dexter Corporation,
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New Hampshire). The outer tube for gas flow was securely mounted in the fitting by

using a Teflon™ ferrule. The inner tube position was fixed, and the relative position of

the inner tube and the outer tube could be adjusted continuously in the axial direction

through a rotating stainless-steel connector. The adjustable distance between the

tips of two capillary tubes was ±2 mm; negative distances indicate that the inner tube

is recessed inside the outer tube. The body of the CCN was made of stainless steel;

the diameter and the length of the body were ca. 18 mm and 60 mm, respectively. A

mount was used to support the CCN which was mounted into a cyclonic spray

chamber (40ml) with a Teflon™ adapter. An external supply of argon was used as the

nebulizer gas flow at a pressure of 70 psig for the CCN unless otherwise specified.
'"

I ! ^Ui"^ 9.

Stainless Steel Body Epoxy Inner Capillary

n Outer Capillar

y\^n, ca
Argon Inlet

va^iv-- :'ot
\ ..J ' sv^C; a\

3M

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the Concentric Capillary Nebulizer (CCN).
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2. Wash-in and Washout Times

A couple of experiments were carried out to determine the wash-in and

washout times with the CCN and cyclonic spray chamber (40ml). The wash-in and

washout curves and times were measured by aspirating 10 mg 1'^ Ca solution and the

blank solution for certain time while continuously monitoring the rise and decay of Ca

signal intensity at 393.966 nm. Two wash-in and washout profiles were measured

under the following conditions: ^^

(a) Sample uptake rate 0.050 ml min'^ and nebulizer gas pressure at 70 psig.

(b) Sample uptake rate 0.500 ml min"'' and nebulizer gas pressure at 70 psig.

The wash-in and washout profiles can be seen in Figure 6 and the wash-in and

washout times are listed in Table 9.

Table 9. Wash-in and washout times of CCN/cyclonic spray chamber
Sample Uptake Rate 95% Wash-in 99% Wash-in Wash-out Time

Time (s) Time (s) (s)

0.05 ml min"^ 88 118 490
0.50 ml min"'' ' 8.6 11 73

Table 9 shows both 95% and 99% wash-in times. For the sample uptake rate

at 0.05 ml min""* the wash-in time was 88 s (95%) and 118 s (99%); however, it

decreased to ca. 9 s (95%) and 11 s (99%) at 0.50 ml min"\ ten times faster than at

0.05 ml min'V The washout times of 10 mg 1"^ of Ca at 0.05 ml min-1 and 0.50 ml min"

^ were ca. 490 sec and 73 sec respectively. The wash-in time (ca. 9 sec) at 0.50 ml

min'^ is comparable to the wash-in times (10 to 40 sec) for the conventional

nebullzers."^^ The wash-out time (73 sec) at 0.50 ml min"^ sample uptake rate is a little

longer than the wash-out times (40 sec for double-passed Scott-type
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25000
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2^ 3.00 3.50

Figure 6. Wash-in and waslnout curves of concentric capillary nebulizer (curves smootiied). Transition signals were measured

by a Becicman Spectraspan V D.C. plasma atomic emission spectrometer. Ca wavelength: 393.366 nm. Sample

Solution: 10 mg/l of Ca. Sample uptalce rates: (1) Top: 0.050 ml/min ; (2) Bottom: 0.500ml/min.
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spray chamber'*^ and 53 sec for cyclone spray chamber"*^) for the conventional

pneumatic nebulizer sample introduction systems. There might be two sources for

long wash-out times in this study. The first source of long wash-out time is the

nebulizer tubing. Wash-out problems may be caused by joint interfaces of the tubing

or switch valves so called 'dead volumes" that needed longer time to fully sweep out

by aspiration. The next source of long wash-out times is the spray chamber size and

orientation. The cyclonic spray chamber (40 ml) used in this study was modified in

order to fit into the sample compartment of Optima 3300DV ICP-OES, the angle

between the inlet and the outlet changed from 90° to 0°. According to Wu and

Hieftje's study, the orientation or arrangement of a spray chamber could result in a

much longer wash-out time than that obtained in different mode."*^ After the analysis

of a sample, the spray chamber is filled with sample aerosol. When a rinse solution is

introduced, the rinse aerosol mixes with the aerosol in the spray chamber. So the

aerosol leaving the spray chamber is a mixture of existing aerosol and incoming

aerosol. This process will remain until all the existing sample aerosol is swept out;

and it will take time, especially when the sample uptake rate is low. The wash-out

time at 0.05 ml min'^ sample uptake rate may be reduced to nearly - if the chamber

is flushed with a high sample flow rate between runs. Our experiments confirm that

the use of small sample uptake rate involves longer wash-in and washout times; and

the wash-in and washout times are in proportion to sample uptake rates.

,n •.of-'iritl •<.. "b** Citti-^iir-j C0!V.= :^'''0^ 3, 9, zrir ;', •,— v^ _ .. ..
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3. Nebulizer Operation

Based on our experiments, there are two operating modes associated with the

concentric capillary nebulizer: oscillating and non-oscillating. The oscillation is the

most directly remarkable feature of the CCN, as its original name suggested, which

might be easily observed with the naked eyes at the relatively high argon back

pressure (120 psig). The oscillation was mainly dependent on the lengths of the

capillary tubes, argon gas pressure, and the relative position of the tips of the inner

and outer capillary tubes. A number of experiments were carried out under oscillating

conditions, as shown in Figure 7. As, P, and Pb were chosen because of their

environmental and ICP atomic emission interests, while Mg was chosen due to the

need of robustness study. The signal intensities at 80 psig of argon back pressure

were found to increase nearly twice those at 100 psig in the range of sample uptake

rates investigated. In all cases, the oscillation was carefully maintained, especially

under conditions where the argon back pressure was lower than 120 psig. The low

argon back pressure was obtained by first adjusting the CCN to oscillate at high back

pressure (120 psig), then gradually reducing the back pressure while keeping the

CCN oscillating. It was observed that, although the CCN could oscillate at 80 psig of

argon back pressure, it was difficult to maintain oscillation; at some points, it stops

oscillating unpredictably. If the argon back pressure goes down to 60 or 70 psig, the

CCN will not oscillate any more. The higher the argon back pressure was, the more

stable the oscillation was, but signal intensities were lower. ^

! In contrast to the oscillating condition. Figures 8, 9, and 10 show signal

intensities versus sample uptake rates at different argon back pressures under non-

oscillating conditions. In the experiments, the relative distance between the tips of

m
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two capillaries was set at -1.0, 0.0, and 1.0 mm, respectively. The results show the

effect of argon back pressure upon the signal intensities. As the argon back pressure

decreases from 100 to 50 psig, the signal intensities first increase until the pressure

reaches 60 or 70 psig, and then they decrease. An increase of 250% increase in

analyte intensities was observed as the argon gas pressure was decreased from 100

to 60 psig under the all non-oscillating conditions. It was also observed that analyte

intensities and RSDs at 50 psig argon back pressure deteriorated, especially at 0.50

ml min'^ sample uptake rate. A possible explanation for this is that low argon back

pressure reduced the aerosol transport efficiency significantly and therefore less

analyte aerosol reached the ICP torch compared with 60 or 70 psig argon back

Figures 11 and 12 show the comparison of the signal intensities and RSDs

under two different operation modes, oscillating and non-oscillating. The signal

intensities for oscillating mode are higher than those observed in non-oscillating

mode at 0.50 ml min""" sample uptake rate, but the difference is small. The RSDs are

observed to be less than 2% for all elements investigated. The average RSDs of 6

elements at different conditions are listed in Table 10. Based on Figures 11 & 12 and

Table 10, conditions 1 and 3 have similar performance in terms of signal intensities

and RSDs overall.

Because of unstable oscillation at low argon pressure or low sensitivity at high

argon pressure, under oscillating conditions, all subsequent experiments were

performed under non-oscillating conditions. It should be noted that fine adjustment of

the relative position of the tips is necessary in order to get better performance with
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Figure 11. Comparison of signal intensities under oscillating and non-oscillating modes.

As1 88.979 Ba455.403 Cu324.752 Mg280.271 P1 78.221 Pb220.353

Figure 12. Comparison of the relative standard deviations for the CCN under

oscillating and non-oscillating modes.
jnne.
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Figure 13. HPLC pump back pressure as a function of sample uptake rate at different inner capillary tube length.

the CCN. The fine adjustment was done by analyzing a test solution containing 1.00

mg r"" of the analytes of interest while adjusting the relative position of the CCN to

find an optimal position, which is of better signal intensities and lower RSDs. Usually,

the optimum position of the inner capillary is between +0.5 and +1.5 mm; and the

optimization process might take 1 or 2 hours.

Table 10. Average RSD for All Elements Tested at Different Mode and Relative Tip Positions

No. 1 2 3 4
Mode Oscillating Non-oscillating Non-oscillating Non-oscillating

Tips position 1.0 mm -1.0 mm 0.0 mm 1.0 mm
Mean RSD(%) 0,93 15 075 14

4. Back Pressure '-^^
'^ ' ^ '

Longer inner capillary tubes result in higher back pressure. It means that a

powerful solution delivery system is needed to deliver sample solutions to the CCN,

such as HPLC pump. Figure 13 shows the back pressure generated by using

different inner capillary lengths at various sample uptake rates. It suggests that it is

possible to use a peristaltic pump to deliver solutions by cutting down the length of

inner capillary.
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II. Effects of Data Collection and Data Processing on

Detection Limits
,..- . ,.:'5 rind

1 . Data Processing of Detection Limits

Detection limits were determined using the procedures described in Chapter 2

for three sets of conditions, hereafter referred as Sets 1 to 3. Tables 5 and 6 specify

the essential differences among the conditions used for collecting the three sets of

data. Although four different sets of conditions were used, the same physical

spectrometer, detectors, torch geometry, axial viewing mode, and ICP parameters

were used for all experiments, the same spectrometer to compare the detection limits

and other parameters was advantageous because the spectral bandpass function

and the photometric efficiency of the system remained constant throughout the

experiments. i 2

Once all the data were collected and stored in the database, they were

invoked later to perform the further off-line calculation, such as different integration

modes, regression modes, and so on. Three detection limits (lUPAC, RSD, and SBR-

RSDB) were calculated for all data sets of detection limits. The detection limits of

lUPAC, RSD and SBR-RSDB were calculated based on the value of k=3 in

Equations (1.9), (1.12), and (1.13); the difference is that lUPAC uses standard

deviation of blank samples, RSD uses standard deviation of calibration curve, while

SBR-RSDB uses BEC and RSDB required in Equation (1.13). Since the triplicate

detection limits were measured in the same day, the detection limits presented here

are within-run standard deviations. m
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To compare the effects of data processing methods on detection limits, three

integration modes (peak height, 3-pixel peak area, and multicomponent spectral

fitting, i.e. MSF'''^' ^°'^^) and two linear regression methods (normal least squares and

weighted least squares) were used for all sets of detection limits. Three calibration

standard sets with six standards plus one blank in each set were used for all sets of

detection limit experiments; but only Set 1 was cut the number of standards down to

two to compare the effect of number of standards on detection limits.

The results of detection limits are listed in Tables A-1 to A-12 in Appendix I,

which all have the same structures. The detection limits reported here (lUPAC, RSD,

and SBR-RSDB) were calculated using Equations (1.9), (112) and (1.13) from the

introduction using k=3. Each IDL was calculated by two linear regression models

(normal LS and weighted LS) and three different calibration standard groups (low,

middle, and high concentration standards corresponding to Calibration standard 1 , 2,

and 3 in the tables, respectively). The background equivalent concentration (BEC) is

the concentration of the analyte that gives an emission signal that is equal to the

intensity of the plasma background at the selected wavelength. The BECs reported

here were derived from the calibration curves instead of the direct measurements by

the aspiration of blank samples. We found that the results of BECs from two different

methods show no significant difference. The standard deviations (SDs) used for the

calculation of detection limits (lUPAC method) and SBR-RSDB were derived from 21

sets of 4 replicate measurements of the blank samples, so that each value has been

pooled over 21 standard deviations. For the peak height and peak area data, the

calculation of the BEC, the RSDB and the SBR-RSDB detection limit is direct from
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the raw intensity data. With MSF data processing, the detection limits are directly

calculated as the three times the standard deviation of the analyte determination in a

blank solution; but the BEC and RSDB are not readily obtained. Therefore, in order to

maintain consistent interpretation of the detection limits, the BECs from the peak area

method were used. Then the MSF RSDB is calculated from the MSF detection limit

and the BEC by solving Equation (1.13). This approach was used by Ivaldi and

Barnard^^ in their research.

To demonstrate the influence of quality of calibration on detection limit

measurements, the regression parameters are also listed in Table A-13 in Appendix

I. Since information is not available about the quality of regression through the

coefficients of regression In the commercial ICP system we used, the parameters of

regression were calculated based on the equations listed in Table 1. All the data

shown in this table are the mean values of three replicates.

Detection Limits for Data Set 1: Baseline Set

Tables A-1 through A-3 show the results of an experiment carried out with Set

1 conditions. Every 3 tables are a group, corresponding to one set of conditions,

which represent the three integration modes, peak height, 3-pixel peak area, and

MSF, respectively. These results are typical for GemCone nebulizer using a 1.0 ml

min"^ sample uptake rate, 6 calibration standards plus one blank, and 1% HNO3

matrix solution, .n*-

The columns In the tables list successively: spectral line, calibration standards,

detection limits for lUPAC method (unweighted and weighted models) (jig 1'^),

detection limits for residual standard deviation(RSD) method (unweighted and
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weighted models) (jig 1'^), followed by various data in SBR-RSDB method: BEC

(weighted and unweighted models) (^ig I""*), RSDB (%), and detection limits for SBR-

RSDB method(weighted and unweighted models) (^ig \'^).
^f^se.u!<vr

.

>e- 13

-- ^or

Detection Limits for Data Set 1: One Standard and One Blank

The results in Tables A-4 through A-6 are essentially for the same conditions

as those used in Tables A-1 through A-3, except for the number of standards in

calibration curves, which was reduced to one standard and one blank. If only two

standards used are in the calibration calculation, the n-2 degrees of freedom is zero;

therefore residual standard deviation method Is not available in this case. Two

different regression model give the same results, so only the results of ordinary least

squares are given in these tables. -
c^^''-^*^'^"*' ''"'- -ooarc. r ct j ne

Detection Limits for Data Set 2: Integration Time

The results in Tables A-7 through A-9 are for conditions similar to those used

in Tables A-1 through A-3, except for the integration time, which was increased from

minimum 0.2 sec -- maximum 5.0 sec to minimum 2.0 sec -- maximum 20.0 sec.

Detection Limits for Data Set 3: Sample Uptake Rate

These measurements were carried out on the different sample uptake rate as

Set 1. In this experiment, a 2.0 ml min'^ sample uptake rate was used. The results

show in Tables A-1 through A-1 2.
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Regression Parameters for Data Set 1 Condition ^^

Linear regression parameters for 7 elements studied for Tables A-1 through A-

3 are given in Table A-1 3. The columns in the table show consecutively: spectral line,

integration modes, calibration standards, followed by the regression parameters for

two regression models: the intercept of calibration curve, the slope of calibration

curve, the residual standard deviation, the standard deviation of intercept, the

standard deviation of slope, and the correlation coefficient of the calibration curve.

Parameters Studied

The effects of the following characteristics on detection limits were investi-

gated: (1) different detection limit approaches; (2) different integration modes; (3)

different regression methods; (3) the concentrations of calibration standards and the

number of standards; (4) the sample uptake rates; and (5) the integration time.

2. Effects of Data Processing Methods on Detection Limit

To study the effects of data processing methods (the detection limit

approaches, the integration modes, and the linear regression methods) on detection

limits, various bar graphs (Figures 14 through 16) were plotted based on the data in

Tables A-1 through A-3. Only one set of calibration standard was chosen (Group 2,

i.e. middle concentration standards) in order to simplify the working models. Since

MSF lUPAC and MSP SBR-RSDB are the same results, only lUPAC data are shown

in the graphs. cu e 'S .:- seen /Chj.tt '"^

also ^rtc :o ;,">striiruef : .>•'€>. •. '-.^ :'n.jr ^^^- •
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Comparison of Different Detection Limit Approaches >g

As discussed in Chapter 1 , three detection limit approaches are compared in

this study: lUPAC, the residual standard deviation method (RSD), and signal-to-back-

ground ratio and relative standard deviation of the background (SBR-RSDB).

The comparison of different detection limit approaches is shown in Figure 14.

The graph indicates that different detection limit approaches produce different

detection limits. Although different integration modes may give different detection

limits, they do not change the trends of different detection limit approaches. The

lUPAC method gives the best overall detection limits for the 7 elements studied

among three methods compared. The results of SBR-RSDB are close to lUPAC

results. RSD method shows significantly higher detection limit values; this deviation is

attributed to the use of the residual standard deviation of the calibration curve in RSD

method, which is strongly affected by the quality of the calibration curve and the

concentration range of calibration curve.

lUPAC method is well defined and commonly used method to determine

detection limits. The sensitivity (i.e. the slope of the calibration curve) and the

standard deviation of blank solution are needed to calculate detection limits. Often,

this is a time-consuming procedure. Compared with lUPAC method, RSD method is

easy to perform, since this method uses residual standard deviation (Sx/y) instead of

the standard deviation of blank solution. But it will give higher detection limit value if

the calibration curve is not well defined, as seen above. SBR-RSDB method was

proposed by Boumans in 1991.^° This method provides not only detection limits but

also more insight into instrumental performance. Unfortunately, not many researchers
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Figure 14. Comparison of different detection limit approaches: lUPAC, RSD, and SBR-RSDB.
Integration mode: (a) peak height; (b) 3-pixel area; and (c) MSF. The concentrations of

calibration standards ranged from 0.0 to 1 .0 mg/L.
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Figure 15. The influence of different integration modes: peak height, 3-pixel area, and MSF.

Detection limit approach: (a) lUPAC; (b) RSD; (c) SBR-RSDB. The concentrations of

calibration standards ranged from 0.0 to 1.0 mg/L.
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t^ Figure 16. The influence of different regression methods: normal least squares (LS) and
weighted least squares (WLS). Detection limit approach: (a) lUPAC; (b) RSD; (c) SBR-RSDB.
The concentrations of calibration standards ranged from 0.0 to 1.0mg/L. The peak area mode
was used to eliminate the effect of integration mode.
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use this method because more insight into analytical instruments is needed to

perform this method.

Influence of Different Integration Modes

The integration modes are the ways in which the intensities read from the

detector can be processed. There are three different modes available in Perkin-Elmer

Optima 3300DV ICP-OES: peak height, peak area, and multicomponent spectral

fitting (MSF). In peak height mode, the Optima 3300 DV system uses the peak

maximum for result calculations. The system searches intensities in the user-defined

peak window for the highest points, and then a parabolic fit on the highest five points

is used to calculate the peak maximum. In peak area mode, the system uses the sum

of the intensities recorded by the pixels on the detector used for the read. The

number of data points used is user-definable for each analyte. This mode can help

compensate for small wavelength shifts. Multicomponent spectral fitting (MSF) mode

uses a multiple linear regression to fit spectra from the analysis to models

predetermined by the user. MSF corrects for spectral interferences and automatically

performs background correction. ^^ - ;r ' '

U^e^: The effect of integration modes on detection limits is shown in Figure 15. As

expected, compared to peak height processing with 1 pixel summed per subarray

and peak area processing with 3 pixels summed per subarray, MSF processing mode

gives the best detection limits overall. For lUPAC method, detection limits are

improved by an average 44% by 3-pixel peak area comparing to peak height, by an

average 69% by MSF. For SBR-RSDB method, detection limits are improved less

than lUPAC method, an average 23% and an average 64% achieved, respectively.
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Whereas for the RSD method, only an average 6% and an average 9% improve-

ments are achieved. '/ ><a/Ke > -^^l&i .-'Hi' ;.
^ -

i

- The effect of integration modes on detection limits could be explained based

on SBR-RSDB approach. For peak height mode, better BECs and poorer %RSDB

can be obtained; a poorer %RSDB is more than compensated by better BEC. For

peak area mode, %RSDB is improved and BEC is increased too; but the

improvement of %RSDB is more than offset by higher BEC. For MSF mode, the

improvement is large because of better %RSDB obtained, although this is difficult to

determine directly. bECs '^j^we -nec^ and uimei^'- i - o

Influence of Different Regression IVIethods

Figure 16 shows the effect of regression on detection limits. Two linear

regression models are compared here: normal least squares model, which is

commonly used in commercial ICP instruments, and weighted least squares model.

To eliminate the effect of integration modes, all detection limit data are the same

integration mode, peak area mode. From Figure 16, it is clear that weighted least

squares model can improve the RSD detection limits by an average of 36%. Although

there is little difference between two regression models for lUPAC and SBR-RSDB

detection limits shown in Figure 16, weighted least squares model can help improve

the precision of calibration curves (Table A-16 in Appendix I), reproducibility, and the

detection limit data. .,.;. .^^jiarc* p i>o i:xk
^

-5 >; ;
- :-^ 'r

In general, the weighted least squares model should be used when a constant

standard deviation can not be assumed over the wide concentration range. As stated

by Mermet^^, weighting will force the regression line to go through the standards at

s%.
•
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low concentrations rather than through those at high concentrations. The weighting

procedure changes the shape of the confidence bands, which are closer to the

regression line at low concentration points and farther at high concentration points.

Although weighted regression model Is more complicated to perform than unweighted

model, it gives much more realistic results for the confidence limits of predicated

concentrations in instrumental analysis. A good example for the advantage of

weighted regression model is the SBR-RSDB detection limit of Mg 279.553 nm

(Tables A-1 and A-2), which is one of the highly sensitive lines of magnesium. At low

standard concentration, the BECs between weighted and unweighted regression

models show no difference. As the standard concentration increases, the BEC values

of unweighted model increase too; while the BEC values of weighted model remains

consistent. The detection limits calculated change accordingly. Because of the

effectiveness of improving RSD detection limits with weighted linear regression

method, the RSD detection limits will be given as the results of weighted regression

model unless otherwise specified.

3. Effects of Standards on Detection limit

'^^^ Standards play very important roles in detection limit measurements. Two

factors we considered that might affect detection limits were the standard

concentration range and the number of standards. Other than these two factors

investigated here, the standard preparation should be paid great attention to, in

particular when dilutions were performed. Three standard concentration ranges were

investigated in this study: (1) low concentration: 0.0 ~ 50.0 or 100.0 or 200.0 ^g I"^

(2) middle concentration: 0.00 - 1.00 mg r"*; (3) high concentration: 0.00-10.00 mg I""*

•
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(see Table 6 for detail). Two groups of the number of standards were used to make

calibration curves: 6 standards plus standard blank and 1 standard plus standard

blank, -v-ev^ c -^ve e,-- - * --• •^^s^i; (;,w^^ .'.., or' u,:r^h :j^i:i^< r--^- , :,, r> ,-,,> ;,e

Influence of Standard Concentration Ranges

The Influence of standard concentration range on detection limits is shown in

Figure 17. The detection limits for three measuring approaches and three integration

modes are shown in the figure. The regression model was ordinary least squares. In

the graph legend, 1pt means peak height mode, and 3pt means peak area mode. It

shows that although there are fluctuations with detection limit values for lUPAC and

SBR-RSDB approaches, they are comparable and no significant difference between

different standard concentrations. Peak height and peak area modes show the same

trends of the influence of standard concentrations on detection limits; while MSF

exhibits a slightly changed pattern. Again, the detection limits of lUPAC and SBR-

RSDB show increasing Improvement with Integration modes: peak height, peak area,

and MSF. The main reason might be attributed to the use of auto integration mode,

which is the feature provided by Optima 3300DV, allowing the instrument hardware

and software to determine the best integration time for measurement. A longer

integration time occurs for low intensities; and a very short integration time occurs for

high intensities. Variations in detection limits for lUPAC and SBR-RSDB may be

attributed to uncertainty factors. In contrast to lUPAC and SBR-RSDB approaches, a

high correlation between RSD detection limits and standard concentrations was

found; the detection limits increase as the standard concentrations increase. The

main reason for RSD detection limits is that the residual standard deviation increases
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—
1

with the error of signal intensity, and the error of signal intensity increases as analyte

concentration increases.
I

However, if we examine these data closely enough (Tables A-1~A-3), it can be

seen that the BEC values decrease slightly as the calibration standard concentration

increase, there is a trend for SBR-RSDB method, the detection limits decrease with

the increase of the calibration standard concentration. It was observed that, for SBR-

RSDB method, the detection limits of Mg 279.554-nm line show very high values by

using peak height and peak area modes at high standard concentration, compared

with the results at low standard concentration or by using MSF mode. This situation

may have come about as a consequence of producing very high RSDB values

occasionally^^ or the high error points in the calibration curve. In this case, the

calibration curve data are taken far away from the Mg 279.554-nm detection limit,

causing an ill-defined intercept and a well-defined slope. As shown in Tables A-16,

the ill-defined intercepts for Mg 279.554-nm line at high standard concentration range

are 537644 and 391610 with peak height and peak area integration modes,

respectively, compared with the mean blank intensities 645.71 and 523.09. As shown

in Table 11, the effect of the high concentration calibration curve on detection limits

can be overcome by using weighted regression procedure and the detection limit

could improve. As stated in the introduction, in the weighted regression model, a

weight factor will be used to change the weight of calibration points in the calibration

curve. The higher standard deviation the point has, the less weight in the calibration

curve this point is. Weighting forces the calibration line to go through the low

concentration standards, therefore, improved intercept will be obtained.
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Figure 17. The influence of standard concentration on detection limits: (a) lUPAC;

(b) RSD; and (c) SBR-RSDB. Legend: 1pt - peak height mode; 3pt - peak

area mode; and MSF - MSF mode. 1 , 2, and 3 - The number represents

the calibration standard concentration range, from low to high.
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Figure 18. The influence of standard concentration and regession model on RSD
detection limits: (a) peak height; (b) peak area; and (c) MSF. Legend: LS - normal

least squares; WLS - weighted least squares. 1 , 2, and 3 - The number represents

the calibration standard concentration range, from low to high.
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Table 11. Mg 279.553-nm detection limit calculated from two regression models
for SBR-RSDB method ^^

Integration mode RSDB Unweighted regression Weighted regression

(%) BEC(ngr) DL(ug|-^) BEC (ng ^ PL (ug h f,

Peak height mode 2.19 98 6.4 2.5 0.16
Peak area mode 2.24 118 7.9 2.5 0.17

MSF mode ^ ^^ 009 ^^ 0.08

DL means detection limit.

.. . Since RSD method is readily affected by regression model, only the RSD

detection limits of weighted and unweighted models are compared in Figure 18. For

RSD method, the weighted regression model improves the RSD detection limits and

changes the trends of RSD detection limits and the standard concentrations. An

average 17-40% of improvement of RSD detection limits was observed for low

standard concentrations; 25-37% for middle standard concentrations; 90-93% for

high standard concentrations. ,, , ..

jj*2j- Owens et al.^ suggested that choice of standard concentration range is

usually considered by the nature of the samples to be analyzed, and precision and

accuracy required. In general, the low standards result in a poorly defined slope and

a well-defined intercept; whereas the high standards produce a well-defined slope

and an ill-defined intercept. Since lUPAC method only uses the slope to estimate

detection limits, the ill-defined intercept at high standard concentration range does

not affect the calculation results. For SBR-RSDB method, it will suffer poorer

detection limits from the ill-defined intercept. But for RSD method, a well-defined

calibration curve should be used, othenA/ise, a poor detection limit will be obtained

due to the poor residual standard deviation of the calibration curve.
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Influence of the Number of Standards
j

The influence of the number of standards on detection limits is shown in

Figure 19: (a) for lUPAC method and (b) for SBR-RSDB method. The two standards

in the same data set as 7-standard calibration was used for two-standard calibration,

a standard blank and the highest concentration standard. With the use of two

standards, a blank and a given standard, the n-2 degrees of freedom will be zero;

the residual standard deviation can not be calculated in this case. Therefore, RSD

method is not suitable for two-standard situation. It is also observed that two

regression models give the same detection limits without any difference. The

detection limits from two standards show good agreement with those from multiple

standards in lUPAC and SBR-RSDB methods for all three integration modes studied.

However, the use of multiple standards is recommended because two-

standard method has its intrinsic drawbacks. With the use of two standards,

especially if only a blank and a given standard, systematic errors are difficult to

identify, for example, due to a dilution problem. Another drawback is that n-2

degrees of freedom should be used for the estimation of the confidence limit for the

result. If n=2, it is Impossible to calculate confidence limit because there are no

statistical data (Student t table) for zero degrees of freedom.

Fi-r^Ufft 1^ '
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Figure 19a. The influence of the numijer of standards on lUPAC detection limits:

(a) peak height; (b) peak area; and (c) MSF. Legend: 7std - 6 standards

plus 1 blank; 2std - 1 standard plus 1 blank. 1 , 2, and 3 - The number

represents the calibration standard concentration range, from low to high.
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Figure 19b. The influence of the number of standards on SBR-RSDB detection limits:

(a) peak height; (b) peak area; and (c) MSF. Legend: 7std - 6 standards

plus 1 blank; 2std - 1 standard plus 1 blank. 1 , 2, and 3 - The number
represents the calibration standard concentration range, from low to high.
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4. Effects of Sample Uptake Rate on Detection Limit "
'• <^ r ^

Sample uptake rate is the rate in milliliters per minute that the sample solution

will be pumped into the plasma during an analysis. Varying sample uptake rate

changes the amount of sample solution getting into the plasma. Generally speaking,

over a certain flow rate range, the increase of sample uptake rate could push more

sample solution to the plasma and increase the signal intensity, although it could

decrease the transport efficiency. To investigate the effect of sample uptake rate on

detection limit, two sample uptake rates were used for the GemCone nebulizer during

the experiment, 1.0 and 2.0 ml rr\'\n\ The detection limits are given In Tables A-1 ~

A-3 and A-10~A-12 in Appendix I, respectively. The effects of sample uptake rate on

detection limits are shown in Figures 20 (a), (b), and (c). Since the weighted

regression model will help improve the RSD detection limits, the results of the RSD

method compared here are calculated by using the weighted regression model. '

'

For lUPAC method, three integration modes investigated show small

improvement or remain the same when the sample uptake rate increases except Pb

220.353-nm with the use of peak height mode, and Pb 220.353-nm and P 178.221-

nm with the use of peak area mode, regardless of the standard concentration ranges.

In MSF mode, small improvement for almost all the spectral lines was observed at all

standard concentration ranges studied. An average improvement was observed to be

20%, 13%, and 20% for peak height, peak area, and MSF integration modes,

respectively. For SBR-RSDB method, three integration modes show different

performance. In peak height mode, only the detection limit of P 1 78.221 -nm line was

improved by a factor of 44%, all other lines either remain the same or degrade. In
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peak area integration mode, poorer detection limits were found, compared with

^ (

sample flow rate at 1.0 ml mln"\ As seen in Figure 20 (c), a higher detection limit for

Mg 279.353-nm line was observed for both peak height and peak area modes. Again,

it can be improved by using weighted regression model, as seen in Tables A-1~A-2

and A-IO-'A-H. While, in MSF mode, the results are the same as lUPAC results;

small improvement was observed. As regards RSD method, no trends could be

drawn from RSD detection limit results, since this method is so easily influenced by

the calibration curve and the regression process. .M^

However, based on our transport rate experiment, the detection limits should

be improved as the sample flow rate increased, as seen in the case when MSF mode

was used. Actually, most of lines investigated showed an increase of the slope in

calibration curve at 2.0 ml min"^ sample flow rate with the use of peak height and

peak area integration modes, compared with those at 1.0ml min"^ sample flow rate.

But the standard deviation of blank solution also increased, due to poor background

correction, and offset the benefits of slope increase. This observation agreed with the

results of the SBR-RSDB method. As shown in Tables A-1~A-3 and A-10~A-12, the

BECs decrease as the sample flow rate increases, but RSDBs increase too. If the

increase of RSDB is equal to the decrease of BEC, the detection limit remains the

same; but if the increase is more than the decrease, the detection limit will be poorer.

MSF utilizes a multiple linear regression model based on the analysis of the pure

analyte, the matrix, and the blank. Then MSF creates a mathematical model to

perform the background and interference correction. It allows the determination of the

analyte signal in a complicate situation with improved detection limit and accuracy.
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Figure 20b. The effect of sample uptake rate on RSD detection limits:

(a) peak height; (b) peak area; and (c) MSF. Legend: 1mL - 1.0 ml/min sample flow

rate; 2mL - 2.0 ml/min. 1 , 2, and 3 - The number represents the calibration standard

concentration range, from low to high.
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Figure 20c. The effect of sample uptake rate on SBR-RSOB detection limits:

(a) peak height; (b) peak area; and (c) MSF. Legend: 1mL - 1.0 ml/min sample flow

rate; 2mL - 2.0 ml/min. 1 , 2, and 3 - The number represents the calibration standard

concentration range, from low to high.
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The MSF integration mode takes advantage of the increase of the sensitivity while

keep the standard deviations at the same or lower level. Therefore, improved

detection limits could be achieved, compared with sample flow rate at 1.0 ml min'\

The results of detection limits with the use of the CCN confirmed that the increase of

sample uptake rate could lead to improve detection limits.

5. Effects of Integration Time on Detection Limit
i

Integration time is the time period over which the detector is exposed to the

light from the plasma before being read out. Changing the integration time is

adjusting the sensitivity of the spectrometer. Integration time is different from the

sampling time (or read time), which is the total measurement time for the multiple

integrations per replicate.^^ Perkin-Elmer Optima 3300 DV provides so called auto

Integration mode, which allows the instrument hardware and software to determine

the best integration time for each analyte. Since the method used in detection limit

measurement is for routine sample analysis, auto integration mode was chosen for

best measurement.
'^

-« 1
Its ^

Two groups of read time were used for this experiment, (1) 0.2 ~ 5.0 sec; (2)

2.0 ^ 20.0 sec. Since the low concentration standards ran out when we were doing

this experiment, only the data from middle and high concentration groups of

standards were available. The effects of integration time on detection limits are

shown in Figure 21 (a), (b), and (c) for lUPAC, RSD, and SBR-RSDB methods,

respectively. However, there seems to be no significant difference between two

integration time settings when auto integration mode is used, because the

instrumental system allows itself to find the best integration times. ^' '
"'^^''
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Figure 21 b. The effect of integration time on RSD detection limits: (a) peal< height; (b) peak area;

and (c) MSF.Legend: Short - Set 1 conditions (see Table 5 for detail); Long - Set 2 conditions.

2, and 3 - The number represents the calibration standard concentration range, from low to high.
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Figure 21c. The effect of integration time on SBR-RSDB detection limits: (a) peal< height; (b) peak area;

and (c) MSF.Legend: Short - Set 1 conditions (see Table 5 for detail); Long - Set 2 conditions.

2, and 3 - The number represents the calibration standard concentration range, from low to high.
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j(j
Ivaldi and Tyson observed the increase of integration time could improve the

detection limits In proportion to the inverse square-root of the integration time/"^ They

reported that the six-fold increase in integration time gave an improvement by a

factor of 2.4 in detection limits for four elements tested. Mermet also suggested that,

in some cases, up to 30-40 sec integration time is necessary but the cost for that is a

"time penalty". ^^ In our experiment, the benefit of the increase of integration time

was not observed, because (1) the increase of integration time might not be long

enough because the auto integration mode was on, the integration time was set by

the ICP system automatically not by the user; (2) our test solutions were not low

concentrations.
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III. Characterization and Comparison of Nebulizers

To characterize and evaluate the capillary concentric nebulizer developed in

our laboratory, three commercial nebulizers were used with a Perkin-Elmer Optima

3300DV ICP-OES against the CCN nebulizer, a Cross-flow nebulizer with Scott-type

double pass spray chamber, a GemCone nebulizer with cyclonic spray chamber, and

a Meinhard TR-30-K3 concentric nebulizer. All measurements followed the same

protocols for different nebulizers. For three commercial nebulizers, the ICP plasma

parameters used were based on the conditions suggested by the manufacturer. For

the CCN, the ICP plasma parameters were optimized by preliminary experiments.

Primary and tertiary aerosol drop-size distribution, solvent transport efficiency,

analytical stability and detection limits were investigated in order to characterize and

compare four nebulizers. Different matrix solutions were also tested in order to

understand the behavior of nebulizers investigated.

1 . Aerosol Characteristics

To a large extent, aerosol characteristics determine transport rate and

analytical behavior in atomic spectrometry. Key characteristics of aerosols tested are

the primary droplet size distribution produced by the nebulizer, the tertiary droplet

size distribution produced at the outlet of the nebulizer and the spray chamber, the

transport efficiency and the transport rate (solvent or analyte). The Sauter mean

diameter (D32) was chosen to describe the central tendency of the drop-size

distributions since it is the commonly used diameter in published studies. In addition,

Span was used to describe the breadth of the drop-size distributions, which is the

quality of the aerosol generated. Aerosol measurements should be done with special
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caution, because different measurement techniques often give different results that

are incomparable. However, the results within a set of measurements using the same

technique are perceptive. ^

...
j . . •

Aerosol Droplet Size Distribution /

The primary and tertiary aerosol drop-size distributions for the four different

nebulizers investigated are shown in Figures 22 through 24. Figure 22 shows the

results from three commercial nebulizers; Figures 23 and 24 show the results from

the CCN at 80 and 120 psig argon back pressure. Volume % versus diameter was

used to express the aerosol drop-size distribution, which was reported by Malvern

MasterSizer. Since the drop-size distribution curves in these figures are normalized,

these plots cannot be used to make absolute comparisons of aerosol volume. The

Sauter mean diameters (03^2) and Spans for the primary and tertiary aerosols are

listed in Table 12. _„ ^
"^ ^

Table 12. The Sauter
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Figure 22. Droplet-size distribution for primary and tertiary aerosols, (a) Cross-flow Nebulizer and Scott

double pass spray chamber at 1 .OOmLVmin sample uptake rate and 0.80 l/min argon flow rate; (b) GemCone

Nebulizer and cyclonic spray chamber at 2.0ml_/min sample uptake rate and 0.70 l/min argon flow rate;

(c) Meinhard TR-30-K3 Nebulizer and cyclonic spray chamber at 1 .OOmL/min sample uptake rate and 0.70 l/min

argon flow rate.
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Figure 23. Droplet-size distribution for primary and tertiary aerosols produced by CCN Nebulizer and cyclonic

spray chamber at 80 psig argon back pressure. A: CCN nebulizer with cyclonic spray chamber; B: CCN nebulizer

alone.
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The data in Figures 23 through 25 present some interesting observations.

Firstly, the tertiary aerosol drop-size distributions for three commercial nebulizers

somehow showed double peaks. Secondly, the primary aerosol drop-size distribu-

tions for three commercial nebulizers appeared another small peak at high volume

end. The small peak disappeared in tertiary aerosol drop-size distributions for the

Cross-flow and the GemCone nebulizers but for the Meinhard nebulizer it remained.

However, these peaks seem likely to be artifacts of the measurement. The high Span

values were attributed to these small peaks. The small peak did not affect the Span

value of the primary aerosol drop-size distribution for the GemCone nebulizer

because it appeared at above 90% of the accumulative aerosol volume

(D9o=99.63}am). If eliminating the effect of the small peak, the corrected Span value

for tertiary aerosol drop-size distribution for Meinhard nebulizer should be between

1.0 and 1.3. Thirdly, the Sauter mean diameters for the CCN indicate a slight

increase in aerosol particle size as the sample uptake rate increases. This result is

the same as that reported earlier by Browner and his coworkers.^^ These values also

indicate a decrease in primary aerosol particle size as the argon back pressure
t

increases.

It is also observed in the figures that the primary drop-size distribution curves

for the CCN are broad and show multiple peak features; while the tertiary drop-size

distribution curves are extremely narrow, the Span value is less than 1.0. Most

droplets fall below 10 |im. It is apparent from Table 12 that the CCN with cyclonic

spray chamber generates finer and better aerosols than other three nebulizers with

spray chambers in terms Sauter mean diameter and Span value. The CCN nebulizer
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system, therefore, provides an easy and stable method for producing aqueous

aerosols with narrow size distributions and small mean particle diameters and Span

values.

Transport Efflciency and Transport Rate

One of the major drawbacks of the most commonly used nebulizers for ICP

analysis is the low level of transport efficiency. The primary cause for this low

transport efficiency is the production of large droplets in the nebulization process,

which must be removed before reaching the plasma. In general, most droplets

greater than 10-)am diameter will be removed by some loss processes in a
^ ti

nebulizer/spray chamber combination.^^ Solvent transport efficiencies and solvent

transport rates were measured based on the indirect method as specified in Chapter

2 to compare the performance of nebulizers.

The solvent transport efficiency is the fraction of the solvent pumped to the

nebulizer that reaches the plasma. Although the measurement of transport efficiency

by indirect method can lead to a positive bias, it still gives us the trends of transport

efficiency and transport rate if the experimental conditions are carefully controlled.

Table 13 shows the transport efficiencies and transport rates of duplicate measure-

ments at the solution uptake rates listed in the table for four nebulizers investigated.

The solvent transport efficiencies are shown in Figure 25 for the CCN operated at 50

~ 500 )Lil min'^ solution uptake rate. The conditions of Argon gas flow used to acquire

data were 0.70 I min""" for the Cross-flow, GemCone, and Meinhard TR-30-K3

nebulizers, 70 psig for the CCN nebulizer. = .. * , , v. . o_f * ^;
, , ..^
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Table 13. Solvent transport efficiencies and transport rates for four nebulizers

Nebuli^ier Solvent transport efficiency Solvent transport rate

% RSD(%) mg min"* RSD(%)
Cross-flow 1 .0 ml nnin"^ 5^0 sis

GemCone I.Omlmin"^ 5.3 2.4

GemCone 2.0 ml min'^ 2.9 4.2

Meinhard lOmlmin"^ , 7*0 . j 7.8

CGN 50 fil min'^ 56.7 1.5

CCN 500 III min'^ 13,3 5.5

•s'd
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Figure 25. Solvent transport efficiency and transport rate as the function of solution uptake rate for the

CCN at a fixed nebulizer gas pressure (70 psig).

Experimental measurennents of solvent transport efficiencies gave values

ranging from 2.9 to 7.0% for conventional nebulizers, 13.3 to 56.7% for the CCN at

different solution uptake rates. As we expected, results obtained by the indirect

method present obviously positive bias compared with the results from the literature.

Analyte transport efficiencies for pneumatic nebulizers are typically found to be 0.5 to

2.0%."*^ Olesik reported the transport efficiencies for Cross-flow and Meinhard TR-30

nebulizers to be 1.5 and 2.0%, respectively.""^ Although the exact values of transport
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efficiencies are not comparable to those reported in the literature because indirect

method was used here, comparison can be made based on the trends obtained.

:3 The data in Table 13 show that transport efficiencies of the aerosol produced

by the CCN nebulizer are higher than when the Cross-flow or GemCone or Meinhard

TR-30-K3 nebulizer is used. At 50 |il min'^ flow rate, the transport efficiency was

measured as 56.7%. At higher flow rates, transport efficiencies decreased, around

13.3% at 500 |Lil min"^ flow rate, while the transport efficiencies of the Cross-flow,

GemCone, and Meinhard TR-30-K3 were 5.0, 5.3, and 7.0% at 1.0 ml min'"* flow rate.

The high transport efficiency is due mainly to the small size of the aerosol generated

by the CCN nebulizer.

Although transport efficiencies are widely used to compare performance of

nebulizers, actually these values provide little information correlating nebulizers

performance to the analytical signals. Transport rate Is used to relate directly to the

analytical signals, therefore, it is more suitable than transport efficiency to correlate

•t- fV ft.

the nebulizer performance to the analytical signals. The solvent transport rate is the

amount of the solvent that enters the plasma per unit time. It can be directly

measured or calculated from transport efficiency as specified in Equation (1 .4).

Table 13 also shows the solvent transport rates measured under the same

conditions as transport efficiencies. At 500 \i\ min"^ flow rate, the CCN gives the

highest transport rate (67 mg min'^), compared with those for the conventional

nebulizers (45-64 mg min'^) studied. If the transport rate could correlate to analytical

signals, we could draw a conclusion that the CCN gives the highest signal intensities.
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As shown in Figure 25, a factor of 10 increase in the solution uptake rate from

50 to 500 |ul min"^ produced only a 230% increase in the solvent transport rate (from

28 to 67 mg of sample per minute) for the CCN; whereas the transport efficiency

decreased 76%. A similar trend was also found by Olesik and Bates.
^'^ According to

Olesik and Bates, the nonlinear relation in increasing transport rate with increasing

solution uptake rate could be attributed to two factors. First, the fraction of primary

aerosol in large droplets increases as the sample uptake rate increases. Another

factor is that the loss of small droplets increases at higher uptake rates because of

coagulation to form larger droplets that are lost in the spray chamber. .„ e n^rer i\m »

2. Short- and Long-ternn Stabilities

Short- and long-term stabilities were measured by performing a calibration on

a 1.0 mg 1'^ multielement standard and a reagent blank, then continuously measuring

the standard solution as a sample without re-calibration. The data for short-term

stability were collected every 5 min over a 30 min period; while the data for long-term

rter ic"

stability were collected every hour over a 10 h period. Two different matrices were

measured under the same conditions: 1% (v/v) nitric acid and 3.5% (w/v) sodium

chloride. For comparison, a Cross-flow, a GemCone, and a Meinhard TR-30-K3

nebulizers were tested for their short- and long-term stabilities based on the same

protocols; and the stability data for the CCN were collected at three flow rates: 50,

250, and 500 i^l min'\ respectively. Tables 14 and 15 show short- and long-term

precisions (RSD%) for 9 elements (17 lines) in nitric acid and sodium chloride

matrices. Figures 11-1 and 11-2 in Appendix II show long-term stabilities for four

nebulizer studied in two matrices. It should be noted that the relative emission

«iip
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intensities shown in the figures are not the original data but the products of the

original data and a factor, in order to avoid overlapping the lines.

In general, the stability results are comparable. The relative standard devia-

tions for the CCN at 50, 250, and 500 |ul min'^ sample uptake rates ranged

1.56-7.41% (mean=2.53%), 1.27-1.89% (mean=1.56%), and 0.66-1.30% (mean=

0.94%), for short-term stability, respectively, 3.22-5.61% (mean=3.76%), 1.50-

4.09% (mean=2.94%), and 0.83-1.56% (mean=1.28%) for long-term stability,

respectively. It was observed that higher sample flow rate of the CCN gives better

relative standard deviation in HNO3 matrix. These results actually are better than

those previously reported. Caruso and coworkers^^ studied arsenic compounds by

HPLC and reported the precision (RSD) of duplicate injections for the OCN to be

6.4-8.6% at 120 |liI mln'^ flow rate and 140 psig argon nebulizer pressure. The

average RSDs for cross-flow, GemCone, and Meinhard TR-30-K3 nebulizers were

0.76, 1.25, and 0.57% for short-term stabilities, 2.00, 1.75, and 3.92% for long-term

stabilities. As shown in Figure 26(a), better long-term precision for the CCN at 500 |liI

min"^ was found, compared to the conventional pneumatic nebulizers. The results of

the conventional nebulizers are in agreement with other's results. Olesik et al.^^

reported relative standard deviations for a Cross-flow (RSD%=0.3-1.7%), and a

Meinhard TR-30-A3 (RSD=0.2-2.1%). The literature shows better precision for

conespray nebulizer to be 1% RSD for short- and long-term stabilities in high

dissolved solid matrix.^
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CCN 0.050ml/min CCN 0.250ml/min CCN 0.500ml/min Cross-flow GemCone MeJnhard

not be

SiS;

J t'ine

CCN 0.050m l/m in CCN 0.250m l/m in CCN 0.400m l/m in Cross-flow GemCone

Figure 26. Comparison of average relative standard deviations for four nebulizers in (top) HNO3 matrix

solution; (bottom) NaCI matrix solution.

As regards the stability test in 3.5% NaCI matrix, the sample solution could not
oper.-i-a; . .

**
. ^ '

. , . .. . ... . . _,._ .. ...

be introduced continuously because of salt deposition on the injector tube and the

window, which is the optical interface between the ICP torch and the Echelle

spectrometer in a dual viewing ICP-AES. Since the plasma was unstable if Melnhard

TR-30-K3 or the CCN at 500 |il min'^ sample uptake rate was used. Table 15 and
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Figures 11-2 and 26 did not include the RSDs for the Meinhard nebulizer, and the

highest sample uptake rate for the CCN was 400 jil min'^ rather than 500 }il min'V As

shown in the figures, better RSDs (1.27-4.58%) were found for the GemCone

nebulizer, compared with other nebulizers studied. The RSDs for the CCN at 400 |il

mip sample uptake rate were 2.57-7.34%, better than the cross-flow (2.19-7.79%).

In NaCI matrix solution, the RSDs for the CCN did not follow the trends in HNO3

matrix. The detail discussions of matrix effects see the section of Matrix effects.

It should be noted that the RSD% values shown in the tables and figures

represent the performance of the whole system used, the nebulizer system and the

ICP-AES spectrometer. Many factors will contribute to the change of RSDs, and can

not be necessarily ascribed to aerosol generation or the nebulizer. The Ar(l) 404.599-

nm line was used for all stability tests to estimate the warm-up time and instrument

stability.^^ The RSD of Ar 404.599-nm line for all the nebulizers varied between 0.39

and 2.90% in HNO3 matrix and 1.06-7.79% in NaCI matrix, after about 1-h warm-up.

In Figures 11-1 and 11-2, the traces of Ar 404.599-nm line show that no effect in warm-

up time was noted. This is confirmed by a number of previous observations.^^ If the

RSDs were mainly affected by fluctuations in the aerosol process, i.e. the generation

or transport of sample aerosol to the plasma, then similar RSD values would have

been obtained at all spectral lines studied, because a high correlation between

spectral noise would be observed. For example, for the CCN, long-term stability at 50

\x\ min'^ sample flow rate, similar fluctuations, more or less, can be observed at all

spectral lines except Ar 404.599-nm line. However, the fluctuations observed are
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mainly associated with the fluctuation of the HPLC pumping at low flow rate rather

than with the quality of the aerosol.

3. Detection Limits

The detection limits of the CCN were measured based on the lUPAC method,

three times the standard deviation of a blank solution, and are summarized in Table

16 along with the results of other nebulizers. Multiple standards (six standards plus

one blank) ranged from 0.00 to 10.00 mg I'"" for 7 elements were used to construct

the calibration curve and the weighted regression model was chosen to perform data

analysis. The integration mode was 3-pixels peak area. *

Figure 27a shows the detection limits for seven elements in 1% HN03 for

each nebulizer and sample flow rate measured. As expected from the results for

transport rate (Table 13), the detection limits of the CCN follow the order of sample

uptake rate 50 > 250 > 500 |il min"''. Figure 27a shows that the improvement in

detection limits introduced by the CCN depends on the sample uptake rate. Thus, at

500 ^1 min"'' sample uptake rate, the CCN gives the best detection limits, better than

those reported for similar nebulizer. Caruso et al.^^ used the OCN as interface for

HPLC with ICP-MS detection and measured the detection limits for four organo-

arsenicals to be 160 to 360 ^g \'\ In another paper, they reported the detection limit

for Mg to be 43 ^g l'' with using the OCN as the interface for CE with ICP-MS

analysis.^'*

As regards the nebulizers tested, Figure 27a shows that the Meinhard

nebulizer gives the lowest detection limits in HNO3 matrix, in agreement with the

94
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Table 17. Detection limits with a CCN and other nebulizers (3.5% NaCI matrix)

(±95% confidence limit)

Analyte CCN 400(ng l"*)^ Cross-flow(ng 1"^)^ GemCone(ng 1'^)^

11.5+0.2 19.8+1.0

9.4±0.1 a 10.5±0.3

fk 2.4±0.02 13.3±1.1

1.9±0.02 9.9+1.1

1.9±0.04 8.6±0.8

0.9+0.03 4.4+0.4

0.9±0.0i 3.6+0.4

1.8+0.02 3.8+0.4

I.8+O.O1 3.8+0.3

2.2+O.O3 10.3+1.3

I.6+O.O3 5.5+0.2

1 .4+O.O2 ^ 8.3+0.6

3.I+O.O3 8.6+0.4

17.7+0.1 20.2+0.6

16.8+0.1 23.5+0.8

84.8+0.2 29.6+0.5

6.6+0.2 29.2+0.7

1

.

Sample uptake rate for the CCN nebulizer was 400 ^1 min"

.

2. See Tables 2 and 3 for detail.

solvent transport rate (Table 13). Even though the transport rate for the Meinhard

nebulizer was lower than that for the CCN at 500 fil min'\ the reason that the

detection limits for the Meinhard nebulizer are better than the CCN is the use of

higher power, 1400 watts for the Meinhard nebulizer, compared with 1300 watts for

the CCN nebulizer. Compared with the cross-flow nebulizer, the CCN gives lower

detection limits at 500 ^il min'^ sample uptake rate; at 50 and 250|al min"^ sample

uptake rate, the detection limits for the CCN are still comparable with the results for

the cross-flow and GemCone nebulizers.

As 188.979
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Figure 27. Detection limits with the different nebulizers evaluated, (a) 1% (v/v) HNO3
matrix solution; and (b) 3.5% (m/v) NaCI matrix solution. lUPAC method

was used to calculate detection limits.
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pne Similar protocols were followed in the measurement of detection limits in high

dissolved solid matrix. The method detection limits for the nebulizers studied were

estimated by preparing a mixture solution in seven aliquots, in which the analyte

concentration was five times their instrument detection limits. Each aliquot was

measured three times. The matrix of calibration standards was matched to the matrix

of samples. The standard deviation of the 21 determinations was multiplied by 2.528,

which is the Student's f value at 20 degrees of freedom and 99% confidence level, to

estimate the method detection limits. The detection limits for three nebulizers tested

in 3.5% NaCI matrix solution are summarized in Table 17. The data presented in

Table 17 clearly showed that the coexisting element (Na) in high dissolved solid

matrix degrades the detection limits for all the analytes investigated to varying

degrees, compared to the detection limits in HNO3. It can be seen that the cross-flow

nebulizer shows lowest detection limits. This result is a variance with expectations,

unfortunately there was no time to repeat the experiment to determine whether this

was a reproducible effect. di ": i^^u^ c^ ^.^ ji s AhicV' m r*

4. Matrix Effects

Matrix effects are the effects related to the matrix-induced signal suppression

or enhancement. In general, matrix effects are classified into two categories in

inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectrometry analysis, nebulizer-related

matrix effects and plasma-related matrix effects.^^ Nebulizer-related matrix effects

are the interference of the concomitant matrix arising from the aerosol generation and

transport system due to the changes of physical properties of the solution, such as

the density, viscosity, and surface tension. The droplet size of aerosols generated by
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pneumatic nebulizers is determined by these physical properties.^^ Then, the droplet

size affects the analyte transport rate, therefore, the sensitivity of measurements.

Plasma-related matrix effects are those produced in the plasma, and are related to

the excitation and ionization process, such as easily ionizable elements. Analyte lines

with high excitation energies are more susceptible to the effect than those with low

excitation energies. „ .v- : ^ i

C" i In this experiment, the ratio of Mg II (280.270 nm) to Mg I (285.130 nm) was

measured to evaluate the plasma excitation conditions. As mentioned above, this

parameter has often been used to estimate robustness. If the value of the Mg ll/Mg I

ratio is above 8, it corresponds to the robust condition; whereas a ratio is below 4, it

could be considered a high sensitive condition to matrix effects. However, these

criteria were set based on the radial viewing ICP-AES. Mermet and coworkers have

reported that the Mg ratio of 1 1 .2 measured in radial viewing corresponded to a value

of 5.5 if measured in axial viewing. ^^ Conservatively, it could be assumed that the

value of Mg ratio above 5 corresponds to robust conditions, which is in agreement

with Todoli and Mermet's observation.''^ While, under non-robust conditions, the Mg
If v.. i

ratio is less than 1.1, regardless of viewing mode.'^^ , ^.

The effects of a concomitant matrix on the analytical signals was studied using

synthetic matrices: high dissolved solid content (0.0-50.0 g I''' NaCI), sulfuric acid

(0.0-24.1% m/m H2SO4), and surfactant (0.00-1.00 g I''' dodecylamine). The analyte

concentrations are specified in Table 7. Throughout this experiment, 1% (v/v) HNO3

was considered as the reference matrix, since it is most commonly used matrix

solution in ICP analysis. In order to evaluate the performance of four nebulizers
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tested under different conditions, two sets of nebulizer gas flow rates or pressures

were used. Lower gas flow rate made the plasma robust; and higher gas flow rate

gives less robust conditions, based on the criteria above. Four nebulizers have been

tested under similar conditions; and the CCN has been tested at different sample flow

rates. The ICP parameters are listed in Table 8. Analyte lines for this matrix effect

study were selected to cover a wide range of energy sum, from Ca I 422.673 nm

(2.93eV) to Zn 206.200 nm (15.40eV), including non-metal and metal elements,

atomic and ionic lines. Table 4 lists the wavelengths of the lines used and their

energies (excitation and ionization energies and their sums). Some pairs of lines

were chosen In order to compare the difference of atomic and ionic line behavior.

Table 18 lists selected atomic and ionic lines as well as their energy sum (ionization

energy + excitation energy). ': ' rus' oc ;s k^/:'

Table 18. Selected atomic and ionic lines and energy sum
Element
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It can be seen from Figure 1 1 1-1 that the patterns of the relative signal versus

the NaCI concentration fall into two groups. The feature of first group is the

suppression of the signal, i.e. the relative signal decreases as the NaCI concentration

increases; this group includes As (atom lines), Ba (ion lines), Co (ion lines), P (atom

lines), Pb (both atom and ion line), and Zn (both atom and ion line). Compared with

the first group, the feature of the second group is the enhancement of atom-line

signals and the suppression of ion-line signals; the second group contains Ca (atom

and ion line), Mg (atom and ion line), and Ni (atom and ion line). From the figures, it

can be seen that, under less robust conditions, as NaCI concentration increases the

atomic line signal firstly shows an increase, and then decreases for higher NaCI

concentration. Figure 1 1 1-1 clearly shows that, in most cases, the extent of the

depression or enhancement of relative signals under robust conditions is less than

that under less robust conditions. In other words, robust conditions improve the ability

of the ICP system to compensate the plasma-related matrix effects.
\

r

t

Table 19. The Mg ratios in HNO3 and NaCI matrices
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concentration solution tested, as well as the changes of the ratios between them. It

seems that as the sample uptake rate increases, the CCN is more susceptible to the

matrix effects. The change of the Mg ratio means that the plasma ionization and

excitation process was affected by introducing easily ionizable element Na into the

plasma. If there is significant ionization of the matrix species in the high temperature

environment of the plasma source, there is suppression of the ionization of another

easily ionizable analyte species. Therefore the free atom population increases and

the signal intensity is enhanced. The Mg ratio can be an indicator to identify any

effects causing the change of the signal intensities.

Many researchers use ionic lines to study the matrix effects, because the

behavior of atomic lines is more complex.^^'^^'^^ To simplify the problem. Figure 28 (a

and b) shows some ionic lines as well as the corresponding atom lines remained for

comparison purpose. The minimum interference effects were obtained for the CCN

nebulizer with cyclonic spray chamber at both low energy and high energy, i.e. both

atomic and ionic lines. It is clearly shown in Figure 28 that less enhancement for

atomic lines and less suppression for ionic lines were achieved for the CCN,

compared with the cross-flow and the GemCone nebulizers. Average signal

suppressions of 22% and 25% for ionic lines studied were obtained for 35 g I'"" NaCI

solution under robust (at 250 ^il min'"* sample flow rate) and less robust (at 50 ^1 min"''

sample flow rate) conditions, respectively. While the maximum interference effect

was obtained for the cross-flow nebulizer with Scott double-pass spray chamber and

the GemCone with cyclonic spray chamber; the average suppression effects of 42%

and 39% were observed under robust (the GemCone nebulizer) and less robust (the
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cross-flow nebulizer) conditions, respectively. For the CCN itself, the average

depressive effects at sample uptake rate 50, 250, and 400 \x\ min"^ for 35 g 1'^ NaCI

solution were 25%, 22%, and 26% under robust conditions, 22%, 26%, and 31%

under less robust conditions, respectively. However, the problem associated with the

CCN is continuous nebulization of solutions containing 35 g 1'^ for longer period

(about 40 min or so) might cause clogging of the capillary of the CCN and result in

the decrease of the aerosol volume. - '^' '•"- '^i'
•
•- '(!0«i v -\ ^.^cit-fj-j to

Effect of Sulfuric Acid on Analyte Signals

The plots of relative signals versus sulfuric acid concentration are presented in

Appendix Figure IH-2 (a through f). Compared with Appendix Figure III-1, the effect of

sodium chloride on analyte signals, some spectra are not shown here. Firstly, the line

intensities of Ba and Pb are very low (relative signal ranged 0.1 to 0.4) due to the

formation of insoluble compounds, although it is hardly to see precipitates visually.

Since Ca has the same reaction with sulfuric acid, Ca is eliminated, too. Secondly,

the spectral line of phosphorus at 178.221 nm suffers spectral interference from

sulphur line at 178.225 nm, leading up to 90% increase in relative signal. The

intensity of phosphorus at 213.617 nm showed slightly signal enhancement, too.

Therefore, phosphorus lines chosen were not suitable for this experiment.

-^1: As it can be seen in Appendix Figure III-2, the introduction of H2SO4 leads to a

suppression to varying degrees for all the analyte lines and for all the nebulizers

studied, regardless of robust conditions or less robust conditions. The only exception

is that the relative signal of As 193.696-nm line is increasing instead of decreasing for

some unknown reason. In contrast to the decrease of relative signals, the Mg ratios
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remain unchanged or very slightly changed. The differences between the Mg ratios in

the reference matrix solution and the Mg ratios in the highest H2SO4 matrix solution

are ranged from 0.04 to 0.50 absolute value for robust and less robust conditions;

most of them are about 0.10 to 0.20. This observation is in agreement with previously

reported results. ^^ This result means that the plasma conditions were not changed

during the change of the H2SO4 concentration. The only explanation should be that

the suppression of analyte signals due to the introduction of H2SO4 is not ascribed to

plasma-related matrix effects but nebulizer-related matrix effects, i.e. sample

introduction system-related effects. In other words, under the conditions used in this

experiment, the main contribution to the sulfuric acid interference is due to the

sample introduction system. Although the Mg ratios were consistent for all nebulizers

tested under different nebulizer gas flow (pressure) conditions, it was observed that,

under higher nebulizer gas flow or pressure, the CCN and the GemCone nebulizers

remained under robust conditions (the Mg ratios above 5), and the Meinhard

nebulizer changed to non-robust conditions (the Mg ratio below 5), while the cross-

flow nebulizer was in the critical status (the Mg ratio around 5).

Table 20. Sulfuric acid concentration and absolute viscosity

No.
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robust and less robust conditions, respectively. While the average depressive effects

of 11% and 10% show the minimum interference effects for the Meinhard TR-30-K3

nebulizer. And then for the CCN nebulizer, the average depressive effects for sample

flow rate at 50, 250, and 500 |liI min'^ were 23%, 18%, and 16% under robust

conditions, 26%, 23%, and 19% under less robust conditions, respectively. Thus, the

depressive effect of sulfuric acid on analyte signal for the CCN decreases as the

sample flow rate increases. -Jt ic?! ! eefo^^ ..^ai^cylarninf ^ ji sa « ,,.

Table 20 shows the concentration of H2SO4 solution used in this experiment

and the absolute viscosity values calculated. The absolute viscosity is computed by

interpolating the H2SO4 concentration data into the curve from Handbook of

Chemistry and Physics.^^ ^'^' - -^-^ >nsun 06% iwN} and

As regards the causes of acid matrix effects, it is rather complex. As seen in

Table 20, the viscosity increases as the acid concentration increases, as well as the

density. Obviously, the change of the physical properties is the main reason for the

depressive effects on analyte signals in acid matrix solution. The sample uptake rate

99
could be lower with the increase of the viscosity and the density in matrix solution.

Other factors should also be taken account of the depression of analyte signals, such

as, a change in nebulizer efficiency and droplet size distribution, and more loss in the

spray chamber. ^^-^^
It should be noted that the depression in analyte signals came

from sample introduction systems which could not be minimized by using so-called

robust conditions. ^

'
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Effect of Surfactant on Analyte Signals -y - f ^

* In ICP-AES analysis, surfactants are often used to add into the solutions to

reduce surface tension and thereby reduce particle size/^ Although there is no

significant effect on detection limits with or without the use of surfactant, It tends to

make the experiments more reproducible and efficient. To test the performance of the

nebulizers in surfactant matrix solution, dodecylamine was used. In acid solution, the

amino group will be largely protonated, therefore dodecylamine would not likely

coordinate to transition metals. To avoid directly pumping surfactant solution into

HPLC pump, a 6-port injection valve was used for the CCN nebulizer. It was

observed that, even with the use of the injection valve, the HPLC pump back

pressure was still fluctuated at dodecylamine concentration 0.06% (w/v) and above.

Figure 1 1 1-3 (a through f) in Appendix III and Figure 30 show the Influence of

the dodecylamine concentration on the analyte lines studied for the four nebulizers.

The signal intensity of Ba 455.403-nm line for Meinhard nebulizer was saturated

under the conditions used, so only the results from Ba 493.408-nm line are shown in

the figure. The increase of all the lines studied for the GemCone nebulizer at 0.02%

dodecylamine concentration is unreasonably high, but for the sake of consistence,

that point in the figure is remained. From Figure III-3, it can be seen that the signals

of most analyte lines initially increase, as dodecylamine concentration increases, and

then decrease, although some lines look slightly different due to the fluctuation of the

Instrument, such as HPLC pump and peristaltic pump.

Like sulfuric acid, the introduction of surfactant did not change the Mg ratio

according to the experimental results. In other words, the matrix effects of dodecy-
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lamine is also nebulizer-related effects. Again, at higher nebulizer gas flow rate or

pressure, the CCN and the GemCone were still under robust condition. So for these

two nebulizers, all lines under different robust conditions show similar trends. The Mg

ratio for the cross-flow nebulizer was 5, in the critical status; while the Meinhard

nebulizer was under non-robust conditions. Under non-robust conditions for the

Meinhard nebulizer, the relative intensities of Pb, Zn, Ba, and Co decreases as the

surfactant concentration increases; whereas, under robust conditions, the relative

intensities of those lines are approximately close to 1, i.e. keeping consistent.

Figure 30 shows variation of relative signals for selected lines versus

dodecylamine concentration under robust and less or non-robust conditions. Under

robust conditions. It appears that the nebulizers behave differently. The CCN at 50 [i\

min"^ exhibits a clear enhancement effect on all the lines studied and the increase of

the relative signals is in proportion with dodecylamine concentration. The CCN at 250

|il min"^ sample uptake rate shows slightly enhancement, too. Three conventional

nebulizers, the cross-flow, the GemCone, and the Meinhard, show the depression for

almost all the lines studied. Only the CCN at 500 )liI min""* shows the best performan-

ce under the conditions studied; a constant relative signal was obtained for all the

lines tested. Under less robust conditions, the CCN shows slight enhancement at

high dodecylamine concentration for all sample flow rates tested, while conventional

nebulizers show better performance, compared with themselves under robust

conditions. ..., . ^ -j^.
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Figure 30. Variation of relative signal for selected lines versus dodecylamine concentration under rotHJSt conditions (left column) and less robust

conditions (right column). Dodecylamine concentration %(w/v): (a) 0.02; (b) 0.04; (c) 0.06; (d) 0.08; (e) 0.10.
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Concentric Capillary Nebulizer

The concentric capillary nebulizer developed in our lab was evaluated for ICP-

OES analysis in terms of aerosol characteristics, solvent transport properties,

memory effects, analytical performance indices and matrix effects. The CON is a

good means for liquid sample introduction in ICP-OES analysis over a wide range of

sample uptake rate, from microlitres to millilitres.

Compared with the cross-flow, the GemCone, and the Meinhard TR-30-K3

nebulizers, the CCN with the use of cyclonic spray chamber generates finer aerosols

than do conventional pneumatic nebulizers, thus giving rise to a series of good

performance. Detection limits using the CCN with a sample flow rate of 0.050 ml min'

' were similar to those obtained when the conventional nebulizers were used with a

sample uptake rate of 1.0 ml min"\ Detection limits for the CCN were better than

those obtained with a cross-flow nebulizer when the CCN operated at 0.50ml mn\

The comparable detection limits provided by the CCN are due to high transport

efficiency and high transport rate. Transport efficiency for the CCN were 57%, 17%,

and 13% with sample flow rate at 0.050, 0.250, and 0.500 ml min"\ respectively,

compared to 5%, 7%, and 5% for the cross-flow, Meinhard TR-30-K3, and GemCone

nebulizer, respectively. >t
.
nu

Analytically, The CCN gave good short and long term stabilities and showed

overall very good performance with sodium chloride, sulfuric acid, and surfactant

matrices. Compared to other low flow nebulizers, the CCN is simple, easy to use,
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inexpensive and demountable. If damaged or clogged, the capillaries in the CCN can

be easily replaced.

The CCN provides a convenient way to achieve good detection limits and

reduce the sample consumption by a factor of 2 to 20 compared to the conventional

nebulizers. '^Bffi^- <;ut ma^t- iff^r^ /n' m acc^'*' - ^jd it wtfi iee-j u *; i

Effects of Data Collection and Data Processing on Detection Limits

Based on the results of this work, several conclusions can be drawn about the

h

effects of data collection and data processing on detection limits.

1. The residual standard deviation approach (RSD) to detection limits should

not be used unless a very good quality of calibration curve is obtained othenA/ise

resulting in erroneous detection limits. lUPAC approach is a commonly used method

to determine detection limits. It is valid only if the major error comes from the blank

solution. The signal-to-background ratio and relative standard deviation of the

background (SBR-RSDB) approach is a useful tool for understanding detection limits.

It provides not only the numbers of detection limits but also more insight into

instrument performance.

2. Under normal resolution conditions, MSF integration mode gives the best

detection limits as well as background correction among three integration modes

tested. With peak area mode, increasing the number of pixels integrated slightly

improves detection limits, compared with peak height mode.

Rec 3. Regression models play a very Important role in detection limit measure-

ment. Normal least square model should only be used for a limited range of

concentrations. For a wide range of concentrations, weighted least square should be

U3
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used. It gives more correct calibration curve as well as better quality of calibration

curve. ' :'
i- .

- '^^
; '

;--^.- ;:*^v<-- '.^.s;' .

""^^ ..•,".'

ps^f 4. Standards play a significant role in determination of detection limits In terms

of the standard concentration range and the number of standards used. The use of

multiple standards in detection limit measurement is recommended. It will lead to the

obtaining more reliable and meaningful results. A calibration curve with very high

concentration standards results in well-defined slope value and poorly-defined

intercept. This is why lUPAC approach sometimes gives artificially low detection

limits because of the use of high concentration standard. In this case, weighted least

square model could be used to improve the regression results.

5. The increase of sample uptake rate and integration time could improve

detection limits. However, it was not observed that the increase of integration time led

to the improvement of detection limits because of the use of auto integration mode.

Many factors affect detection limits. Lowering detection limits can be achieved

by optimizing the ICP-OES instrument used, by choosing sample introduction

system, i.e. the nebulizer and the spray chamber; and by improving the data

collection and data processing. The detection limit measurement essentially is a

series of choices. It should be noted that, if detection limits are used as a basis to

compare different methods, or analytical instruments, the comparison may be

meaningless, unless the detection limits are determined in a consistent way.

Recommendations

This study dear demonstrated that shortening the capillary tubing used could

result in the reduction of the back pressure of HPLC pump. It is possible to use a
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peristaltic pump instead of an HPLC pump. For this reason it is recommended that

further investigation is needed in terms of aerosol characteristics and analytical

performance with the use of a peristaltic pump.
,

. , To obtain the best analytical performance, tuning procedure is necessary

when the CCN is used under non-oscillating conditions. But tuning process is time-

consuming. Both the CCN and the tuning procedure may need improvements. These

improvements will lead to the obtaining of a more effective low-flow nebulizer.
-J-,. .,
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Appendix II
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1 4 * * Long-term Stabilities for ^ ^

the CCN, Cross-flow, GemCone, and Meinhard TR-30-K3
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Figure 11-1 (a). Long-term stability over 10 hours in HN03 matrix for (top) Cross-flow nebulizer; (bottom) GemCone nebulizer.
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Figure 11-1 (b). Long-term stability over 10 hours In HN03 matrix for (top) l\/Ielniiard TR-30-K3 nebulizer;

(bottom) the CCN nebulizer at 0.050 ml/min sample uptalce rate.
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Figure 3-24(c) continued. Long-temi stability over 10 hours in HN03 for (top) the CCN nebulizer at 0.250 ml/min;

(bottom) the CCN nebulizer at 0.500 ml/min sample uptake rate.
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Figure 11-2 (a). Long-term stability over 10 hours In NaCI matrix for (top) Cross-flow nebulizer; (bottom) GemCone nebulizer.
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Figure ll-2(b) continued. Long-term stability over 10 iiours in NaCI matrix for (top) tiie CCN nebulizer at 0.050 ml/min

sample uptake rate; (bottom) Xhe CCN nebulizer at 0.250 ml/min sample uptake rate.
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Figure lll-2(e). Relative signal as a function of the concentration of sulfuric acid observed for the GemCone nebulizer at

1 .0 ml/min sample uptake rate and 1300 v^atts RF power. Two nebulizer gas flow rates were used: (a)

F*9 J.' . open symbol: 0.65 l/min; (b) solid symbol: 0.90 l/min.
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Figure lll-3(e). Relative signal as a function of the concentration of dodecylamine obsen/ed for the GemCone nebuliz

1 .0 ml/min sample uptake rate and 1300 watts RF power. Two nebulizer gas flow rates were used: (a)

open symbol: 0.65 l/min; (b) solid symbol: 0.90 ml/min.
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